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This is
Belarus!

e welcome readers to this inaugural issue of the
US-Belarus Observer, “one-stop shopping” for
American readers seeking to better understand
Belarus. In today’s world, information is abundant.
Type “Belarus” into any online search engine, and you will find a
plethora of eye-catching words such as “communist” “peacekeeping,” “Eastern Europe,” and even “Switzerland.” But what is one to
make of all this? That is the question that we here at the US-Belarus
Observer will strive to address. We’ll provide not only information,
but do so with the goal of presenting a complex, multifaceted relationship, both objectively and comprehensively. Essentially this is
much more than just an informative magazine. You are holding in
your hands THE bridge between the US and Belarus!
Why do we need this bridge? Consider the insightful title of the
article: America Needs New Friends. Devoted friends are worth
much more than anything else in life. Regardless of whether this
refers to people or countries. Why should America continue to
maintain friendships with those who, for their own religious or
political reasons, have participated in betrayal? Why should
America ignore people, who sincerely want to work together, as
friends, in the pursuit of happiness? Certainly, ten million trustworthy friends are far more important than 500 million disloyal
ones. Many Americans, having visited Belarus, often comment that
there are no friendlier or more kind-hearted people in all of Europe.
Belarus, a consistently peaceful nation, extends its hand of friendship to all countries, a hand has always been extended to America.
Has this gesture been reciprocated? Recently, US Congressman
Dana Rohrabacher, R-CA, called for the removal of all economic
sanctions from Belarus, following the institution of democratic reforms within the country and because of the stable and peaceful
situation there, marked by practically no conflict. Belarus is certainly eager for improved trade, economic, and cultural relationships with the West. In fact these relations were never completely
broken before, and, now, the desire for them is more positive and
intense than ever.
Of course, one ought not to assume that the United States and
Belarus have identical pasts, or even identical futures. Within this
first issue, however, it is evident that there are many connections
between the two countries. Ernest Hemingway, a 20th century writer, was a significant part of the fabric of American culture, and won

a Nobel Prize in Literature in 1954. Over half a century later, Belarusian writer and journalist Svetlana Alexievich has joined him in
winning the Nobel Prize. Her story is one of the relentless pursuit of
“the history of the soul” because, for nearly 40 years, she has studied
the human voice. And what is the human voice exactly? In 2000 the
US presidential election faced serious controversy and a recount
was started in the swing state Florida, before it was halted by the
Supreme Court. A decade later, the Belarusian presidential election
also faced controversy. In this issue, we revisit this topic, by presenting the words of independent observers of the 2015 Belarusian
election. After all, elections represent the voice of the people. They
represent freedom just as much in Belarus as they do in America.
Then there are the free-roaming buffalo. Bison, actually. American bison, also commonly known as buffalo, are an enduring symbol of freedom, of the American frontier. And they are no less a
symbol of national pride within Belarus, where Belarusian bison
roam through the woods of the Belovezhkaya Forest, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site.
Perhaps the best international relationships are the ones that
are created by sports. Soccer, basketball, hockey, and other sports
extend well beyond the borders of a single nation. We conclude
this inaugural issue with a timely piece on Diplomacy Through
Sport, because there really is no better time to discuss diplomatic
relationships between the West and the East. One could say that
what is certainly needed right now is a “slam dunk!” Unfortunately, the more one flips through news channels or newspapers,
the further away the basket seems. This can be partly attributed
to the extensive media coverage of the differences between them
and us. These differences simply create the obstacles that increase
the distance between nations. Who are they? And what does that
mean for us?
The US-Belarus Observer is different because it aims to build the
bridge between the US and Belarus based on trust and knowledge.
Not simply information. But knowledge. That knowledge is power,
the power to look past differences and cross the bridge to a peaceful
future, where the divide between the West and the East becomes a
distant memory.
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Greetings from
Vladimir Makei
Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the Republic of Belarus
Dear Reader,
You are holding the first issue of the US-Belarus Observer.
This magazine is meant to help familiarize American politicians,
experts and the wider public with Belarus, a European country
with a long, glorious, yet, at times, troubled history.
Belarus is still relatively unknown within the United States, although her achievements are notable, her descendants are both
successful and famous in America, and some Belarusian inventions
are used and enjoyed by Americans, although unknown as such.
Tadeusz Kosciuszko, a hero of the American Revolution who
planned the Battle of Saratoga and fortified West Point, was “as pure
a son of liberty as I have ever known,” as his friend Thomas Jefferson
wrote. Kosciuszko was born in the territory of modern-day Belarus,
and is respected as a national hero in my country. Zbigniew Brzezinski, a Polish-American professor, called Tadeusz Kosciuszko a wonderful hero of fraternal nations – Poles and Belarusians fought not
only for their freedom but also for the freedom of Americans.
Ralph Lauren’s parents came to the U.S. from Belarus. Larry King, famous TV host; Steve Ballmer, former CEO of Microsoft; Wesley Clark,
Supreme Allied Commander Europe of NATO from 1997-2000;
Michael Mukasey, U.S. Attorney General in 2007-2009; all have Belarusian roots. American Nobel prize winners: Sheldon Lee Glashow
(Physics), Alan J. Heeger (Chemistry), Douglas Osheroff (Physics),
Stanley Prusiner (Physiology or Medicine), Martin Perl (Physics), and
Martin Chalfie (Chemistry), all have Belarusian roots too.
Many outstanding people within Hollywood are descendants
of our country, namely Scarlett Johansson, Gwyneth Paltrow, Michael Douglas, Kirk Douglas, Harrison Ford, Sean Penn, and Lisa
Kudrow. The Mayer in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stands for Louis
Burt Mayer who was born in Minsk, the capital of Belarus.
Irving Berlin who wrote God Bless America, White Christmas
and other classics that epitomize American music, was born in the
Mogilev (eastern) region of Belarus.
If you have kids or grandkids, chances are they play videogames.
Ask them what World of Tanks is, and you’ll hear about an extremely popular game that holds a Guinness World Record. This
game was created by a Belarusian company. With over 100 million
registered players worldwide, World of Tanks has just celebrated its
fifth anniversary.

Another successful Belarusian invention and export is Viber,
an instant messaging and voice-over IP app, in direct competition
with Skype. Try it, you will like it, and then you will also make
your cell phone carrier unhappy due to serious cuts in your long
distance and international calling bills.
The IT sector has become an important part of Belarusian economy. According to the World Trade Organization, in 2013, Belarus
surpassed established leaders – India and the U.S. – in computer
services’ exports per capita.
My country has a strong industry. Belarus produces the world’s
biggest dump truck – BelAZ75710 – which is capable of moving
500 metric tons of material in one go. That’s the equivalent of seven
fully fueled and loaded Boeing 737-800 planes. When it comes to
dump trucks, we are direct competitors to Caterpillar, as well as to
Liebherr of Germany and to Komatsu of Japan. On the other hand,
BelAZ buys American-made engines, which helps create highlyskilled and highly-paid U.S. jobs.
Being a country of less than 10 million people, we comprise only
0.13% of the world population, but we produce up to 30% of world
output of dump trucks, 17% of world output of harvesters, 10%
of wheeled tractors, 6.4% of flax fiber, and 2.8% of potatoes. As a
dairy exporter, we produce 5% of world exports of dairy products
and 11% of the world exports of butter.
Belarus is in the exclusive club of the Founding Members of the
United Nations and is a safe and peaceful country. To understand
Belarus, one should bear in mind that Belarus lost one third of
its population during World War II. As Timothy Snyder, Professor of History at Yale University, wrote, “Belarus was more lethally
touched by the war than any other place on earth.” Our people
fought Nazis heroically to protect freedom and independence. I
am also proud that more than 600 Belarusians have been named
Righteous Among the Nations by the State of Israel, as non-Jews
who risked their lives to save Jews from extermination by the Nazis
during the Holocaust.
We were allies with the United States during World War II, and,
last May, for the first time in the history of our relations, the U.S.
Air Forces in Europe Band marched with Belarusian troops in the
official Minsk Victory Day Parade, commemorating the 70th anniversary of the end of World War II. According to State Magazine

by the U.S. Department of State, band members were buoyed by
the reaction of the audience, and the visit was enthusiastically received by the Belarusian government.
As I recently said in a Washington Post interview, we want to
be friends with everybody, meaning Russia and the West, as well
as other foreign countries. We don’t have territorial disputes with
our neighbors, and our reputation as a credible and peace-loving
nation has led to Belarus becoming what some have already called
“The Switzerland of Eastern Europe.”
Belarus is a good country to live in. Belarus has universal health
care which is free for citizens of our country. According to Bloomberg’s ranking of countries with the most efficient health care, Belarus is among the world’s 50 best countries, and, more specifically,
in 47th place. It’s good to be a mother in Belarus – instead of charging you for delivery, the Government pays you for giving birth, and
then provides a 3 year guaranteed, paid maternity leave. According to State of World Mothers 2015 ranking by an American NGO
called Save the Children, Belarus is in 25th place out of 179 ranked
areas, well ahead of many developed and well-off countries, including some European Union countries and the United States.
The participation of women in national Government, according to
the same American ranking, is 29% in Belarus, which is 7% above
the world average and 10% above that of the U.S.
The US-Belarus Observer, according to its name, will inform its
readership about the relationship between our countries. I would
like it to not only be a source of information, but also a place for informed discussion of ways to strengthen and further develop this
relationship for the benefit of our peoples.
The cornerstone of Belarus – U.S. relations is international security. Belarus is a supplier, rather than just a consumer, of regional
and global security.
Belarus was the first post-Soviet country to join the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty and to voluntarily withdraw nuclear
weapons from its territory. This decision by Belarus spearheaded
further nuclear disarmament in the post-Soviet zone.
In 2004, Belarus opened her air space for NATO planes carrying
cargo to and from Afghanistan. In 2011, our country opened itself
up as part of the Northern Distribution Network for the transit
of cargo to U.S. troops in Afghanistan. The Northern Distribution

Network was designed as a secure, stable, and inexpensive route
when the Southern route through Pakistan became unreliable.
Moreover, railroad transit costs 10% of the price of delivering the
same cargo to Afghanistan by air. When the United States needed
assistance, Belarus provided it.
Belarus and the U.S. cooperate against nuclear smuggling, on a
bilateral track as well as in the International Atomic Energy Association, in order to prevent any illicit trafficking of nuclear material
to the United States.
Law enforcement in our two countries work together to protect our citizens’ personal and pecuniary safety. The FBI and the
Ministry of Internal Affairs of Belarus have successfully jointly investigated international crimes including cases of child abuse and
identity theft from U.S. citizens, which led to criminal convictions
and the imprisonment of the perpetrators.
In 2010, a Belarus – U.S. Business Council was established.
Leading American corporations like Microsoft, Honeywell, Cisco
Systems, Caterpillar, and others have joined the Council. Recently,
General Motors started manufacturing Escalades and Tahoes in
Belarus. Culligan, a world leader in water treatment equipment,
has two factories, one in the U.S. and one in Italy, and has just recently made a decision to build a third factory within Belarus.
The relationship between my country and the United States is
defined by our common interests and cooperation on the most
topical issues on the international agenda. We may have some differences in our bilateral relationship, even close friends and allies
do, but what makes me optimistic is the belief that there are more
things that unite us than divide us. I also believe that continued
cooperation and frank dialogue over our disagreements is in the
interests of both Belarus and the United States. g
Best wishes,
Vladimir Makei
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Belarus
Contact Information:
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Belarus
ul.Lenina, 19, Minsk 220030, Republic of Belarus
http://mfa.gov.by/
mail@mfa.gov.by
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By Peter Komar

In May of 2015, Yevgeny Yevtushenko,
one of the world’s greatest contemporary
poets, paid a visit to Belarus. Though he
was born in Northern Russia in Siberia,
Yevtushenko’s mother was a native of Belarus, and his remarkable poetry and prose
have been translated into 70 languages.
Without even knowing who wrote them,
many people know his lines by heart. An
example includes the following lines:
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God grant the blind to have sight
And hunchbacks to be normal men
God grant that I’m partly God, but one
Cannot be partly crucified
Deliver me from being bossy
Or sort of a hero false and glossy
God grant me being rich, not false,
If it is possible of course.
God grant me to be an old hand
Not swallowed by some sort of gang
Deliver me from being a lord.
A beggar, hangman or that sort.

30

45

Deliver me from bloody hands
When somebody casts in a bone;
God grant me many foreign lands,
With preservation of my own.
Deliver you from being kicked
With heavy jackboots by your country.

God grant your wife to be quite thick
With you when you’re in quandary
God grant the liars to shut up,
When hearing God in exultation
And see the living Christ turn up
As a male or female presentation.
We bear disbelief but not
The cross. And beg God to forgive us.
God grant us to be a bit of God
So we might not be unbelievers.
God grant us all we haven’t got.
To all of us, and on the square,
God grant us everything but not
Something disgraceful and unfair.
During his lifetime, Yevtushenko became
an icon. People throughout Russia, Belarus, Ukraine and all of former Soviet Union
countries knew his poems, and some of his
lines were repeated like prayers.
By the 1970s, Yevtushenko was packing
stadiums with 40,000 to 50,000 fans, and
even today, he maintains the gravity to
draw in thousands of people.
These days, Yevtushenko teaches in the
United States at the University of Oklahoma. Additionally, he founded a museum
in Peredelkino, a suburb of Moscow, and
filled it with paintings by his favorite art-

ists. The artists themselves donated many
of the paintings, and the gallery includes
works by Pablo Picasso, Marc Chagall, Fernand Leger and David Alfaro Siqueiros.
Recently, Yevtushenko did three performances in Belarus to packed rooms. At
the end of his visit, he was able to speak
with Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko. During their meeting, the poet
emphasized the peacekeeping role that
Belarus holds in the Ukrainian military
conflict and deemed the talks in Minsk,
the capital of Belarus, a quenching to the
fires that have overtaken the region. The
esteemed poet praised the Belarusian
President for his desire to help achieve
peace and for his work to make Belarus a
prosperous, independent nation.
The President and the poet agreed that
literature should bring love and goodness
to the world. At the end of their meeting,
Yevtushenko wanted to read some of his
poetry to the President, but realized that
he’d forgotten his glasses. Undeterred, the
President suggested that Yevtushenko borrow his glasses. Afterwards, President Lukashenko thanked Yevtushenko for leading a life filled with love for both mankind
and God. As a token of their meeting, he
offered the poet his glasses, which Yevtushenko gratefully accepted. g
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BELARUS: A View from
the United States
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A

ll my ancestors on my mother’s
side are from Belarus. Growing
up in Moscow, Russia, I used to
visit my family in the Belarusian
capital Minsk, making my first trip to Belarus
in the 1950s at the age of three. My grandparents and uncles made up the extended family that were still living in Belarus. Beginning
in the early 1960s, my parents would put me
on the nighttime Moscow-Minsk train to
spend the two-week long winter break in the
capital. Overall, I have visited Belarus on 30+
occasions, usually spending weeks at a time.
Nine of my Belarus trips were made from my
new home base in Radford, Virginia, U.S.A
which I settled into in 1990.
When I came to America, the Seinfeld
show was in its first season, and it soon

became my English tutor. In one of the
episodes of season four, by which time I
thought I was able to comprehend most
New York City humor, a movie Rochelle
Rochelle was first brought up. “A young
girl’s strange erotic journey from Milan to
Minsk,” was that fictional movie’s tagline,
and its ending, “from Milan to Minsk,” captivated me. Quite possibly, all there was to
it was the consonance of two Mi’s, but I was
inclined to read more into its spell on me.
The tagline, I reasoned, implicitly singled
me out against the backdrop of the general
public. Many Americans had at least heard
something about Milan but nothing about
Minsk, whereas I had visited Minsk many
times; shouldn’t I share what I had learned
with those who would be willing to listen?

Some ten years later, in a 2004 issue of
The Economist magazine, I read an article
that referenced Stanislav Shushkevich, the
first post-Soviet leader of Belarus, telling
“a wry anecdote that encapsulates how his
country of 10 million people . . . has been
neglected by the West. ‘I’ve always liked
your country,’ an American congressman
once told him, ‘especially since you got rid
of that Ceausescu fellow (Romanian politician).’”
A lot of water has flown under the
bridge, but Belarus’s name recognition in
America remains low. My own immersion
in Belarusian culture continues. In 2011, I
interviewed Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko for seven hours; in 2014,
I published a book about him. In that same
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year, I executed a real-life flight from Milan to Minsk. My journey proved neither
strange nor erotic, but retracing the route
first laid out in the legendary Seinfeld show
made an eerie impression on me. The cabin was full of Belarusians returning home,
as on previous occasions when I flew to
Minsk via Warsaw, Prague, Vienna, Frankfurt, and Paris. In fact, Belarusians are
avid travelers. In addition to journeying to
Russia, Belarusians often enjoy excursions
around Europe.
In 2012, Belarusians made 1.6 million trips to Poland and 688,800 trips to
Lithuania; fewer Belarusians visited Latvia
(72,000), Germany (16,500), Italy (16,500),
Austria (12,700), the Czech Republic
(6,100), and other countries. Note that
the population of Belarus is only 9.5 million people. In 2014, Belarusians received
880,000 Schengen visas in order to travel
within many European countries. This
number does not include long-term visas
issued by the Polish consulates to those
in possession of the Cards of the Pole, a
document stating adherence to the Polish
nation. This number also does not include
visas issued by EU, but non-Schengen

Politics
mostly gain information from avowedly
ideological and judgmental sources. What
is learned from those sources is that there
is no democracy in Belarus; that it is easy
to get arrested for a nuisance like clapping
in the street; or that people behind Belavia
(the Belarusian national air carrier) counters at international airports are all KGB
agents. Such narratives ward off potential
Western visitors, and, at the same time,
create misinterpretations about Minsk and
Belarus.
A friend of mine from Minsk, who spent
some time as an exchange student in France,
invited his acquaintances, a French couple,
to visit Minsk. The twosome’s parents were
apprehensive, as they had heard it was dangerous to go to Belarus. Still the pair decided
on the vacation, and they were delighted by
the capital. They loved Minsk and felt the
atmosphere of the city was relaxed, with
“younger people kissing like in Paris.”
A 2012 article in Bloomberg Businessweek reported the stunning success of
Viber, a mobile phone application that was
developed in Belarus. The article began
with the requisite reference to President
Alexander Lukashenko of Belarus, who

Belarusians are avid travelers. In addition to journeying
to Russia, Belarusians often enjoy excursions around
Europe. ...from 2010 to 2014, no country in the entire
world received more Schengen visas per 1000 people
than Belarus!
countries, such as Romania, Bulgaria, Cyprus, and Great Britain. The only countries to whom a larger number of Schengen visas were issued were the vastly more
populous Russia, Ukraine, and China. But
from 2010 to 2014, no country in the entire
world received more Schengen visas per
1000 people than Belarus! These statistics
are impressive and difficult to reconcile
with the image of Belarus being a closed
society or “Europe’s last dictatorship.” After all, Belarus is not a particularly wealthy
country, and Belarusians are still required
to pay more for Western visas than Russians or Ukrainians.
Apparently when in the West, most Belarusians keep a low profile and do not
enlighten Westerners about their home
country, so all too often the visitors come
across to their hosts as Russians. An odd
combination of low name recognition
and a cliché-ridden image remains one of
the key problems for Belarus. In America
and in Western Europe, few people know
about Belarus’s existence; those who do

“has ruled the country’s 9.5 million people
with cudgel and knout. The country’s political culture is that of intimidation, censorship, and marked ballots; the police recently imprisoned a man for publishing a photo
of a teddy bear holding a sign supporting
free speech.” Yet by the third paragraph,
the article changed its tune. It appeared
that “upon arrival in Minsk... foreign visitors might find themselves surprised. The
streets aren’t cluttered with food wrappers
or prostitutes. A charming modesty permeates the population. The place has an
efficiency so infrequently seen in this part
of the world that it feels liberating. What’s
most unexpected is that Belarus has become a promising place to do business and
the home of one of the hottest apps in the
world.” The same source also reports that,
from 2005 – 2011, Belarusian software exports increased by 2000 percent to $270
million (by 2014, growth reached $585
million), and that U.S. companies buy half
of the country’s software products. Apparently, the article’s author was torn between

his immediate impressions (which were
positive) and the negative qualities he felt
were expected to be penned.
New expectations for Belarus can be
very high, especially when economic interests are involved. In June 2015, for example, a Republican congressman, Steve
Pearce, from New Mexico paid a visit to
Minsk. Pearce was received well; he spoke
to the Belarusian parliament about the Bible and God, and he pledged to facilitate
closer relations between the two countries. Upon returning home, Pearce sent
letters of gratitude to his Belarusian hosts.
Just weeks later, Pearce introduced a bill
to impose sanctions on Belaruskali, one
of the world’s largest producers of potash.
The formal grounds for the bill were that
this manufacturer had withdrawn from
a larger conglomerate (Belneftekhim), a
company under sanctions due to human
rights violations in Belarus. The sanctions were set in 2007. By withdrawing
from the larger firm, Belaruskali dodged
the injunction. This would all sound commendable if not for the fact that 75% of
American potassium is produced in New
Mexico, Pearce’s state. Thus, Pearce’s bill
smacks of a below-the-belt assault on a
competitor under the smokescreen of
lofty pro-democracy rhetoric. Also, the
bill introduced a cooling to the Belarusian-American relationship, which had
noticeably warmed since the beginning of
the conflict in Ukraine.
What to make out of all these incongruities is a tough question. While Belarus is
a European country, culturally speaking,
Belarus cannot be counted as part of the
collective West. If one’s thinking about Belarus remains slotted into ideological templates of Western making, one will not be
able to keep an open mind to the country’s
substance. Belarus ought to be understood
on its own terms, which means within the
context of its location, history, and identity.
Indeed, the country has an authoritarian
president, who nevertheless remains the
country’s most popular politician. Moreover, neither in Belarus, nor in Russia, is
there a demand for a non-authoritarian
leader. When probed by national surveys
funded by Western agencies, most Belarusians state they do not believe their human
rights are violated, nor that this issue is
nearly as important to them as economic
security and material well-being. When
outsiders, like some Americans, evince a
more ardent desire to install their kind of
democracy in Belarus than Belarusians
themselves, it is unlikely that such outsiders will ever succeed.
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In his recent interview with the Washington Post, Belarusian Foreign Minister
Vladimir Makei acknowledged that, “in
the past, [Belarusians] lived all too long
in the shadow of other people” and that
“our Belarusian identity has not yet crystallized.” This is an accurate observation.
Additionally, Belarus displays renewed
commitment to the retention of its statehood and sovereignty.
America and other Western countries
would be best advised to help Belarus remain independent. Belarus is a fascinating
country with pristine, temperate forests
and picturesque rivers, marshes, and lakes.
It has both Orthodox and Catholic churches. Before the Holocaust, Belarus had a significant Jewish minority. In fact, in no other modern-day country, with the exception
of Israel, have Jews historically made up a
larger percentage of the overall population
than in Belarus. For example, in 1897, Jews
comprised 14.2 percent of the residents of
Belarusian territory. Three presidents of Israel, Chaim Weizmann, Zalman Shazar and
Shimon Peres; Prime Ministers Menachem
Begin and Yitzhak Shamir; the pioneer of
the revival of the Hebrew language, Eliezer
Ben-Yehuda; as well as the artist Marc Chagall, were all born in Belarus. According to
the Soviet census of 1926, Jews accounted
for more than 40 percent of the population
of Minsk. The legacy of Belarusian Jews
during World War II, not to mention their
centuries-long history of co-existence with
ethnic Belarusians, endures for both parties. A growing number of tourists visit Belarus each year to pay homage to resident
Jewish cemeteries and other landmarks
of Jewish life. The Belarusian government
openly welcomes these visitors.
Belarus stands out from other European
countries in terms of casualty rates suffered
during World War II; close to one-third of
the entire population of Belarus perished in
the war. During World War II, Belarusians
carried out an underground partisan movement upon Nazi Germany’s military occupation, which began in June 1941 and ended in
August 1944. The impressive degree of participation by local inhabitants in implementing this exercise remains prominent in the
historical memory of Belarusians.
Today, Belarusians should feel proud of
their country’s achievements. In 2014, Belarus was ranked 53rd in the world on the
Human Development Index, the world’s
most reputable measure of wealth and
prosperity. Russia was 57th and Ukraine
83rd. Note that both Russia and Ukraine
are much more resource-rich than Belarus,
which does not have any God-given lar-

gesse other than potassium. Belarus maintains good roads and manicured fields.
Belarusian cities and towns, not just the
national capital, are kept in good order,
in striking contrast with provincial Russia
and much of Ukraine. The contrast with
Ukraine is of particular importance. Belarus and Ukraine are culturally close, both
are East Slavic countries situated within
the same geopolitical niche – between Russia and the European Union. At the time
the Soviet Union dissolved, Belarus and
Ukraine had achieved a similar level of
socio-economic development. Yet, by the
time the war in Ukraine broke out, Belarus’s gross domestic product per capita had
already reached 2.5 times that of Ukraine
– something to be credited to Belarus’s
leadership. Belarus retained and modernized much of its Soviet-era industry, mostly

manufacturing. A country without exceptional soil, Belarus manages to export more
than $6 billion worth of food.
Two powerful external actors, Russia and
the collective West, have applied a zerosum game approach to both Ukraine and
Belarus; the message they send to these
countries has been “either you are entirely
with ‘us’ or entirely with ‘them.’” Belarus
tries its best to maintain a friendly relationship with both sides, at the same time
that Ukraine finds itself at a political disadvantage. Minsk offered a venue for the
armistice talks between the warring parties
in Ukraine and gained recognition for its
balanced policy vis-à-vis that country. Belarus maintains close ties with Russia, yet
upholds Ukraine’s territorial integrity. For
Belarus, having a multi-directional foreign
policy is not an artifice or at the President’s
whim, but rather an objective necessity, an
asset, and even a national survival strategy.
Surprisingly, few people realize that.
In his recent interview to Euroradio, the
Charge D’affaires of the European Union’s
delegation in Belarus, Rodolphe Richard,
made the following observation regarding
Belarus’s willingness to have good rela-

tions with both the East and the West: “It is
good to be at a crossroads, but sometimes
it is uncomfortable to sit on the splits for
too long.” In light of the bloody conflict in
Ukraine, Richard’s remark seemed bizarre
because maintaining good relations with
both sides of the growing divide in Europe
is precisely what helps Belarus to avoid the
conflict that befell Ukraine. Other antidotes have been national responsibility of
the political elite and good governance.
Like Ukraine, Belarus remains dissimilar
to Russia, and distinct from the collective
West. Cultural distance from the West is
also characteristic of Greece, a country with
about the same population as Belarus. According to some influential pundits, Greece
was incorporated into Western structures
for purely geo-strategic reasons, i.e., as a
crucial gateway to and from the West. The
EU rescue of Greece centers on the country’s global placement, not because the EU
believes Greece can soon mend its domestic
politics and system of governance. Likewise, it is probably futile to demand too
much in terms of democratic standards and
profound economic reform from Minsk,
because denying much-needed aid to Belarus would only push this Eastern European
country even deeper into Russia’s embrace.
Geopolitics can indeed be more important
than pushing democracy. Many policy
makers are well aware of this, even though
relatively few admit the fact openly. Belarus’s current economic troubles stem from
cheap oil and Western sanctions imposed
on Russia. Because of these factors, Belarus’s
refined oil export to the West lost value and,
concurrently, Russia’s domestic demand for
Belarusian industrial products shrank.
Due to the ensuing economic troubles,
Belarus solicited and received aid from
Russia. But just as signs appeared that the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) was
considering a fresh loan program for Belarus, the government asked the EU for a $3.5
billion loan. In this regard, Belarus and
Greece can be compared, on the grounds
that both have an insatiable appetite for
loans and live beyond their means. However, the magnitude of needed aid in Greece
sets the two countries distinctly apart. Belarus’s needs are much more modest. If past
dynamics of loan repayment and economic
growth are an indication of future expectations, Belarus can be trusted. And “sitting
on the splits” between Russia and the West
may be the most beneficial position for Belarus for the ascertainable future. g
You can reach Grigory Ioffe at
gioffe@radford.edu
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ELECTIONS IN BELARUS:
Western Commentary from
Independent Observers
Interviews conducted by Mark Bazalev
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In 2015, independent
observers from various
countries, primarily Western
nations, attended the
balloting, during which
President Lukashenko was
still chosen to maintain his
position as leader of Belarus.
The foreign witnesses made
various comments about the
selection process and about
how the polling appeared.

Professor Hans-Peter Meier-Dallach, Switzerland

Professor Juan Diez Nicola, Spain

Associate Professor Christian Haerpfer, Austria

T

he Presidential election in Belarus
took place this year without incident.
According to observers, the selection
took place both calmly and transparently.
Nearly one thousand witnesses from different countries attended the October 11, 2015
election. The 2015 results calculated that
President Lukashenko carried the popular
vote with 83.47% selection.
While reviewing material about the 2015
election in Belarus, the most notable and
repeated sentiment that was pointed out
was that 2015 polling was in no way like
2010 polling. In the 2010 election, President Alexander Lukashenko retained office, receiving 79.67% of the casted votes.
However, protests erupted after the election
and many activists were arrested, including
the runner-up candidate, Andrei Sannikov.
Many Western nations felt that these elections exposed the bad practices of the Belarusian government.
In 2015, independent observers from various countries, primarily Western nations,
attended the balloting, during which President Lukashenko was still chosen to maintain his position as leader of Belarus. The
foreign witnesses made various comments
about the selection process and about how
the polling appeared.
Christian Haerpfer, Austrian sociologist
and Associate Professor of Political Science,
remarked, “This is my second election in
Belarus. The atmosphere between 2010 and
2015 elections is incomparable. We were
asking people about whether there were
any technical mistakes during voting and
whether there was any pressure on them
during voting. We did not hear any complaints. We saw no concerned faces. We saw
happy people, many with kids, smiling, and
taking photos.”
Professor Hans-Peter Meier-Dallach, a
Swiss expert in comparative research with
Culture Prospective SWISS noted, “I have
been an observer of several elections, including ones in Ukraine in 2005, in the
capacity of observing exit polls. This election was formally the most professional
realization of the exit polling process. We
visited numerous polling stations, and the
professionalism of the election and exit poll
conduction were the best in my experience.
I have to say that the atmosphere of the
election was absolutely great, not only at the
polling stations, but also at the exit and in
the discussions.”
Kent Harstedt, head of the team of shortterm observers of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE)

mission expressed extra interest in the polling: “We are here, of course, because of the
elections. But do not forget, we welcome the
role played by [the capital] Minsk as a site
for peace talks. The role of Belarus in this
act of peace is big. And I think people in Europe want to see how people live in Belarus,
that they have good and happy lives.”
General conversation with citizens
showed that most were content with Lukashenko’s election, as they felt he guards
the country from corruption and crime
and that his government focuses on maintaining social programs that help children
and the elderly. A few did remark that
since Lukashenko occupied the office for
many years, a new president might be a
good change. Overall, people worried less
about the long term of the presidency and
focused more on the fact that the current
government meets the needs of the population.
Another outside observer, Professor Peter Bachmaier, Chairman of the AustrianBelarusian Society asserted, “The attitude of
Austrians to your country has always been
good. Your country has maintained positive
achievements in education, industry and
social benefits.”
Attendees showed surprise at the lack of
promotion for candidates in the country.
Professor Juan Diez Nicolas of Spain mentioned, “I was surprised that I almost did
not see any election advertisement or very
little. It looked like there is no election at all.
Not so in Spain, where the campaign advertisement is very strong and you see it everywhere. I saw only faces of four candidates
on the polling stations and they were very
friendly.”
Overall, voting succeeded throughout
the nation, and people cast ballots without
pressure and influence. After the elections,
no demonstrations ensued.
However, Professor Meier-Dallach added
one note, “[While] the formal conditions
of elections... are compliant with Western
standards ...counting the votes is a different
matter.”
In writing this article, our hopes were to
present neutral opinions based on factual
observations of the 2015 Belarusian Presidential election. The unbiased comments
are from Western officials who attended the
balloting, and these comments allow readers to personally judge the veracity of the
participants in the election. g
You can reach Mark Bazalev at
SDiplomacy@gmail.com
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AMERICA NEEDS
NEW FRIENDS
By Mike Morris
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t’s not a secret to anyone – neither
to politicians, nor to regular people
– that America has lost friendships
with many nations. Granted, some
of these friendships were superficial, but,
even so, friendship was demonstrated.
After the Arab Spring in countries where
America was hoping to produce more
freedom, a wild anti-American fervor
took over. Governments that came into
power showed hatred toward America,
and the freedom which Mrs. Clinton
hoped to bring to the “oppressed” was
choked off or thrown into prison. Herein
are two understandings of freedom: the
Western enlightened concept or the Sharia concept of freedom. Clearly, in these
places, Sharia freedom won.
Some politicians have the naïve belief
that the whole world wants to exist within
their idea of freedom. It’s amazing that they
don’t seem to understand that people living in other countries are truly different.
And the fact is – you can’t try to explain
higher math to a first grader in the same
way you can’t explain equality and freedom
in a country where, by law, women are
beaten and children are married off. The
ideas held in American universities by liberal professors can’t be taken to people who
beat and rape the bearers of “basic human
freedom.”
Liberal theories in many places in the
world just won’t work when put into practice. It’s important to remember that it’s
not just HOW you change a regime, but
WHERE you change it.
I know that all revolutions – Soviet,
Arab, “colors,” and others, leave behind
blood and death. On paper, Marxism looks
attractive and inviting, but in practice, it
can lead to concentration camps. I often
tell my children, “I have hundreds of acquaintances, but you could count my true
friends on the fingers of one hand.” This is
how it is with America.
Wise Solomon said, “Everything has its
time. There is a time to throw stones and
a time to gather stones.” America had her
time when she lost friends. Now, maybe
she has reached the critical point when it’s
time to make friends.
Let’s take Belarus as an example. It’s a
country with a population of 10 million
wonderful people and a beautiful terrain.
For 20 years, Belarus has been on a difficult
path to political and economic independence after more than 70 years of slavery to

the Soviet regime. Belarus holds an important strategic position; it is a gateway between Europe and Russia. Have you caught
my hint? It’s important who goes through
these gates.
The Belarusian President, Alexander Lukashenko, once said to me, “We know that
along the way we have made mistakes, but
we have taken our own path and we have
not been the appendage of another nation. We didn’t become part of a region;
we preserved our own independence.”
In Belarus, the people traditionally love
Russians and Americans – not just blue
jeans, but American music and American
literature, and they even follow American
politics. They just love Americans. Belarus,
more than any other country in the world,
suffered from the fight for nationalism.
During World War II, every third person
in Belarus was killed. President Alexander
Lukashenko stated, “We, Belarusians, were
the first to give weapons to the Jews in order to fight the Nazis.”
I am absolutely certain that today’s European Belarus can be one of America’s most
trusted friends. But America needs to be
flexible and not focus on the shortcomings
that Belarus can be said to have – shortcomings that can be found in many nations. America needs to show a real desire
to make an important, needed, and true
friend. Hand on heart, politics can’t get
around compromise. This is why America
needs to close her eyes to some situations
in “friendly” countries where there not
only is no democracy, there is not even
a whiff of it. And Belarus is a European
power sincerely wanting to work closely
with the United States. Let me repeat the
most important word – “sincerely.” This is
something that is rarely seen in the political world today.
America’s President could plan a friendly
visit to the wonderful city of Minsk (capital of Belarus). I am sure that one such visit
would create a friendship that would last
for many years. Incidentally, the Belarusian
President, seated between the West and
Russia, often points out in his personal discussions, that a friendship between Belarus
and America is one of his top priorities.
The Slavs have an ironic saying, “The
blind man said, we’ll see what happens!”
But we are not blind; we can see the future.
It’s not going to be easy, but in difficult
situations, it’s especially important to have
trusted friends. g
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his interview is almost 15 years old,
but, in review, I realize that many
of the issues we touched upon during this conversation remain relevant today. Ten years may seem lengthy to
an individual, but, in history, a decade represents only a brief moment. This is why we
decided to publish some passages from this
interview today. In the words of a Russian
song: “There’s only a moment between past
and future and that moment is called life.”
Because discussions about Belarusian
President Alexander Lukashenko provoke
such diverse reactions in the public, assessing the President’s actual words can allow the reader to see his ingenuity. Many
in the U.S. and in other countries see the
President as a heavy-handed dictator, who
often uses exceedingly tough measures to
bring his country to order. Furthermore,
opponents claim that the Belarusian state
violates human rights.
This conversation took place at Lukashenko’s official residence. Despite his busy
schedule, the President of Belarus spent
about two hours with me, instead of the
allotted 45 minutes. And, although several TV crews were present and filming
throughout our conversation, I had a feeling that, over the course of our discussion,
we developed a deep trust.
Were I to attempt to relay our discussion in my own words, I fear ideas might be
misrepresented, which is why I’d like to offer you some of the most essential verbatim
excerpts from the interview.
M.M.: Mr. President, how do you envision the future of relations between
Belarus and Russia and also between
Belarus and the West?
A.L.: I don’t want to repeat myself, so
I’ll give you a short answer: I believe that
common sense or “political pragmatism”,
if you want to call it that, will triumph.
The logic of global economic development
demands this. If we want to leave our children a safe future, political sense demands
this. The faster we remove the prejudice,
subjectivity and ideological blinders from
the US-Belarus relations, the faster this
will happen.
The present situation itself nudges us towards international cooperation with our
neighbors and with you. Back in the day,
I prevented the collapse of our production
sector, something that happened in many
other [formerly Soviet] republics. I did all
I could to facilitate production of goods
that could compete on the global market.
Today we offer the highest-quality goods
that are much cheaper than that of other

nations. Would the American consumers
benefit [from such goods]? I think they
would benefit greatly, but, for political
reasons, you have closed your market to
our products. This is a typical “economic
iron curtain.” At the same time – and this
is also unfair – Western countries try to
push low-quality goods into our market,
goods that they themselves don’t want to
consume.
Finding myself in such a position, I am
obligated to protect the people of Belarus
who voted for me in the elections. Am I a
nationalist? No, I’m not. I simply look out
for the national interests of Belarus, just
like any other national leader looks out for
the interests of their country. And I don’t
want anyone to mistake Belarus for one
of Russia’s provinces. We are building our
union with Russia based on these assumptions, and we are ready to build ties with
America in order to use all opportunities
for fruitful and mutually beneficial cooperation. From this point of view, I’m ready
for any sensible compromise.

M.M.: I often repeat that there is no
heaven on Earth. Often, successful
businesses run into problems that have
nothing to do with the economy. I would
like to ask you a question about human rights in Belarus. The only people
who seem to be sure about what’s happening in this area are the foreigners
who’ve never visited your country or the
Western politicians who, for some reason, tend to use information from only
one source. Do you believe that the legislative and executive bodies of Belarus,
including the judicial branch, abide by
the international resolutions on human
rights? Wouldn’t you say that, sometimes, tension around these issues is
created deliberately in order to achieve
certain political goals?
A.L.: Let me start with the first part of
your question. We strive to fully abide by
international human rights agreements.
We have done a lot in this area already,
although I’m sure there are some shortcomings. I could quote the testimonials of

M.M.: We believe that in the eyes of
the God, there are no big or small people, no big or small countries. Everyone
is equal before God, everyone is the
same. Despite all of America’s achievements, we realize that our society still
has a lot of problems. I think that you
are sincere and outspoken. Do you believe that everything that happens in
the world – or, for example, in America
and Belarus – is just and happens for a
reason?
A.L.: It’s not for me to judge America’s
domestic problems. As for Belarus, our
biggest challenge is not oppression, like
many people in the West think. It’s not the
issue of democratic freedoms. Our principal challenge is to provide social guarantees and an adequate standard of living for
all members of our society.
As you know, I was elected by the majority of the population, not by some group
of bureaucrats or intellectual elite. I was 38
years old when millions of regular people
entrusted the country to me. I will never
forget this trust, and I cannot betray it. This
is why I protect the needs of regular people. This is why I strive to narrow the gap
between rich and poor. I tell our businessmen: “When God calls on you, you won’t
be able to take along a new suit for each day
and an extra pair of shoes. If you are rich,
share your wealth with those who need it
today.” This is the principal task of our government and my personal challenge as the
President and as a citizen.

It is no secret to me,
Mr. Morgulis, that the Western
press paints me as a dictator
and such. But I am far
from accusing all Western
politicians of prejudice. People
can be very sincere in their
delusions.
many independent experts. As for the second part of your question, yes, there’s no
doubt that the tension is created, actively
and deliberately.
It is no secret to me, Mr. Morgulis, that
the Western press paints me as a dictator
and such. But I am far from accusing all
Western politicians of prejudice. People
can be very sincere in their delusions.
Especially if our homebred opposition
“helps” to provide such delusions. But I
cannot agree with their nationalistic position because I know for a fact that the line
between nationalism and Nazism is very
thin and everything is relative. They accuse
me of being a bad nationalist. This accusation is used for political purposes. Again,
I see very clearly that it’s no more than a
step from nationalism and chauvinism to
Nazism and Fascism.
The Americans help my opponents
without understanding that they support
people who don’t care for democracy,
who only care for their personal interests
– their power and the money that comes
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along with this power. Please understand
– these are not some new leaders who
need a chance to prove themselves! These
people had already been at the helm. They
discredited themselves, which is why the
people voted against them in the elections.
Now they appeal to the American government and make friends in US Congress.
As a result, many high-level officials and
lawmakers view the situation in our country through the prism of these opposing
groups and base understanding on their
assessments.
I have not suppressed criticism in the
press, but sometimes the media just drags
my name through the mud. I’m disappointed by slander, but I’m not afraid of
it. I live in the open. People see my every
step. Our people know the difference between truth and lies. I would be reduced
to dust if I so much as took a single dollar
from the treasury. It’s possible that I can
be rebuked for something else, but even
my opponents cannot accuse me of embezzlement.

You know very well that there
can be no healthy economy
if the society is corroded by
corruption. I continue this
fight with corruption and I
won’t ever stop... During all of
these years, I have put a lot of
work into fighting the corrupt
practices of the government.
To tell you the truth, Michael, I am very
concerned that many Americans see no
difference between real life in Belarus, and
fabrications [that they hear]. Here’s an example. America is fighting bribery everywhere: at home, in Russia, in Ukraine, etc.
You know very well that there can be no
healthy economy if the society is corroded
by corruption. I continue this fight with
corruption, and I won’t ever stop. When
people ask about my private accounts in
foreign banks, I always tell them: here, take
a letter of authority from me, and, if you
find any money there, take it and use it to
your heart’s desire.
During all of these years, I have put a lot
of work into fighting the corrupt practices
of the government. And, even today, our
fiercest critic, the former US National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski, publicly acknowledges that there is almost no
corruption in Belarus. But do the regular
Americans know about this? Or at least the
greater part of the political establishment?
No, they are not informed of this. However,

Politics
if we begin an investigation of someone
justifiably accused of corruption, that person is immediately declared a persecuted
fighter for democracy.
Those who are not blind see our real life.
We are not a closed society. We are ready to
open our doors for meetings, discussions
and cooperation. Please, come and visit us!
We will provide an airplane for 60-80 businessmen, politicians, Congressmen. Let’s
talk openly and work together, face to face,
without these false “advisors.”
In other words, I’m ready for dialogue
and meetings with any serious representatives of the West who think realistically. It’s
possible that in the course of this dialogue
you, the Americans, will be able to convince me to adopt a more flexible and pragmatic (as you see it) position. Whatever the
case, everything has to start with dialogue,
not with an urge to suppress and impose
your will on others.
M.M.: The image of America is also
being distorted by its enemies. For example, no matter what everyone says,
I know one thing for a fact: American
Christians are absolutely selfless in
their help around the world, having no
purpose but for the one written in the
Bible – “Love thy neighbor as thyself.”
I would really like for America and Belarus to become friends, so that our
people could help each other, pray for
each other, and serve as an example of
peace, respect, friendship and mutual
understanding for other countries. Do
you think that this type of relationship is
possible between America and Belarus?
What needs to be done to create mutual
trust and settle all the misunderstandings and conflicts?
A.L.: You need to want to see the truth.
The Western press sometimes portrays me
as a second Stalin, some people have gone
so far as to talk of Fascism in Belarus. Let’s
look at the facts: hundreds of thousands of
Jews were killed in Minsk during World
War II. And I was the first one of the Belarusian leaders to officially visit the memorial for those people and to lay flowers.
These people were our fellow countrymen
and, as the President, I had to honor their
memory.
When I visited Israel, I told them: you
constantly talk about the suffering of your
people, about the millions of innocent Jews
who were killed by Nazis… this is all true.
But why don’t you talk about those Jews
who didn’t just meekly follow guards to
their slaughter, but who, instead, fought the
Nazis with weapons in hand? Where did

this Jewish resistance start? Here, in Belarus! They were heroic, on a massive scale.
You wouldn’t find such international unity
in Ukraine or Poland. Here, nobody asked
the people who fought against the Nazis,
who were the guerrillas and underground
members, what their nationality was. And
nowhere else was there such an all-encompassing, all-national guerrilla movement.
It can be very vexing that nobody wants to
remember this.
Nonetheless, my “opponents,” supported
by certain US officials, advocate the myth
of the Belarusian nation’s “eliteness.” They
want to separate the Russians, Ukrainians,
Poles, Jews – almost half of our country’s
population – and push them out of Belarus. These officials dream of expanding
the Belarusian territory on account of our
neighbors.
Such rhetoric may deceive only those
who know nothing about our country, or
those who, for their own reasons, want to
be deceived. It’s important to understand
that, for many of my opponents, opposition
is real business. They work hard towards
this direction, forgetting about the interests
of their own people. Of course, things will
eventually fall into place, and people will
learn the truth. But right now we are losing
time on these dirty games, and there is still
so much to do…
M.M.: For various reasons, the character of various global leaders is often
misinterpreted. This is what happened,
before, with General Charles de Gaulle,
whose decisive and untraditional style
of leadership seemed too authoritarian to some people in France. This is
what happened with President Reagan,
whose movie career, for some time,
overshadowed his genuine statesmanship. We think that something like that
is happening with the understanding of
your personality as well. The goal of our
conversation is to show your true face,
not perverted by propaganda, and to
give the American people, American believers, a chance to learn of your genuine position. Tell me, what is your principal goal in life?
A.L.: The most important thing for me
is to make sure that regular people have an
easier, better life. Belarus has free healthcare and free education. We have free
transportation for retirees and for kids. The
birthrate has for the first time exceeded
the death rate – isn’t that a sign that living
standards are improving?! We have such an
inflow of people now that we are thinking
of introducing some sort of immigration
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control because we are simply unable to
provide for everyone who wants to move to
Belarus. Each year more than 30,000 people enter our country to settle for permanent residence, and only 1,500 leave. Look
at what is happening in Russia, in Ukraine
– people are running away. Would you say
that people go to a place that’s worse off?
M.M.: I was amazed to hear that your
per capita income is much higher than
in Ukraine. And, at the same time, that
income differences between citizens of
Belarus is not that high.
A.L.: It’s still far from easy here, but if the
birthrate is at least somewhat higher, that
means that people can live here, that they
can have children and hope for the future.
M.M.: Before our meeting, I read quite
a few analyses of Belarus, and I’ve noticed one peculiarity in your work. You
are constantly doing something very
specific: you are either teaching managers about the importance of uninterrupted peat deliveries or making specific decisions on the military-industrial
complex or participating in the work of
the Foreign Ministry panel. I would call
it a targeted method of leadership. Do
you think that this style is the most effective, and would you like all of the regional managers in your country to follow your example?
A.L.: When the former Soviet Union collapsed, we complained quite a lot about the
loss of reference points, the so-called waymarks that would show what’s good and
what’s bad. But at least back then people
knew where to go and what to do. I don’t
pretend that in a short period of time I’ll
be able to put in place the new, complete
guidelines. That’s simply impossible. But I
strive to give people at least some sort of reference points and to help them resolve the
most vital issues, and I demand the same
from my assistants. And if I promote a person, it’s important to me that this person
see the way in which the President works. I
no longer have to tell and prove to him that
the President has a straightforward policy,
that the President lives just the way he says
he does, and that he behaves in accordance
with his words. This person has already absorbed everything and knows that my policies are not for myself. My policies are for
the people. As for placing guidelines, here I
have set myself a task to act in accordance
with life. For example, we have a problem
with fuel – half of our population doesn’t
have a constant gas supply and the buildings are mainly heated using wood – so life

itself directed me towards the task of reviving and reconstructing all of the peat factories. Or, let’s say, when I was still a member
of the Parliament, I saw that we lagged behind in the public health sphere. I saw the
dire state of our maternity hospitals, especially the surgical departments. What did I
do? I took the money that was earned from
the sale of Soviet weapons and designated it
for the establishment of a central women’s
clinic and for reconstruction of maternity
hospitals. And this raised criticism from
the opposition, who accused me of having
a “second budget.” They also don’t like the
fact that I give my attention to sports, that
I build athletic venues and stadiums, and
that I reconstruct museums. My opponents
say it’s not a good time to do that. But if we
don’t have rinks with artificial ice, it means
we won’t have a national hockey team or
figure skaters. It’s the same with other issues as well. If we want a nation that has
a sound body and mind, we have to think
about such things.
I demand that the governors and regional leaders pay close attention to people and
their needs. I tell them, even if you’re unable to help, at least listen to them, talk to
them – maybe then, the President will stop
receiving 35,000 letters a year. People will
sense that power belongs to the people, not
by word, but in actuality.
M.M.: You are creating your own
school of leadership – and that’s a
good thing. But here’s something else
I want to talk about. After the breakup
of the Soviet Union, religion moved
from the periphery of people’s lives to
center stage. This is both logical and
understandable, since, for a long time,
people were forcibly separated from the
spiritual experience, from everything
that connects them to God. Belarus is
the birthplace of the Christian educator Francysk Skaryna and of the worldfamous painter Marc Chagall, a Jew by
birth. This is a country where freedom
of religion, as you have said quite a few
times in your speeches, exists for everyone. This is very important, because
today, just like before, the majority of
wars in the world begin over religious
conflicts. A good friend of mine, Russian general Nikolai Stolyarov, who was
actually born in Belarus, gifted me with
his book called “Politics Can Be Clean.”
But there’s also a counterargument on
the balance between morals and state
affairs: “Our friends may change, but
our interests stay the same.” So, what
do you think? Can politics be clean? And

what is the relationship between politics and religion?
A.L.: I agree with you on one thing, but
I disagree on the other. Yes, politics can be
clean. Moreover, it should be clean. On the
other hand, as a historian and politician I
know that, in reality, there are no religionbased conflicts. There were no religious
wars. Skirmishes were simply called that
to cover up the real goals. Dirty politicians
have used and try to use religion for their
own ends. Unfortunately, such attempts
will become more and more frequent because the world is becoming more religious. All the evil in this world is from
sweet-talking dirty politicians. This is the
real root of the problem, not theological
differences. Honey may be sweet, but the
bee still stings.
I don’t like fancy words without substance. As for my harshness, of which I am
regularly accused, I will tell you this: I am
only as harsh as I’m forced to be. And those

I demand that the governors
and regional leaders pay
close attention to people
and their needs. I tell them,
even if you’re unable to help,
at least listen to them, talk
to them – maybe then the
President will stop receiving
35,000 letters a year, and
people will sense that power
belongs to people, not by
word, but in actuality.
who are ready to play the political card for
their own selfish interests can expect no
other attitude from me. Especially if they
try to play the “religion” card. I believe that
if you engage in politics in order to snag
something using somebody’s faith, you will
be rejected by both God and men.
M.M.: This is a very serious topic in
the US, because more than 80% of its
population consider themselves Christians. NRB data suggests that 40% of
Americans regularly listen to Christian
radio stations, watch Christian TV channels and read Christian newspapers and
magazines. Do you think that it helps
a country’s success and prosperity if its
citizens are spiritual and build their lives
on the basis of healthy Christian ethic?
A.L.: At first we tried to engage our intelligentsia in order to develop a new ideological model within our society. Then we re-
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alized the setbacks of this idea and decided
to go back to things that couldn’t be overturned for centuries or even for a millennium – we went back to the spiritual values of Christianity. We went back to things
that people believe in, things that haven’t
been knocked out of their consciousness
and soul. And we turned to the Church.
The Church, in particular, can facilitate the
achievement of harmony and stability in
society. Of course, this will only happen if
the state guarantees equal rights for believers of all religious denominations. By the
way, all the Communism premises were
based on nothing else but basic Christian
values.
Am I religious? People consider me an
Orthodox Christian, which is basically
what I am. But I never hid the fact that,
for a long time, I was a “professional atheist.” The truth is the only way forward to
trust and understanding. And to be honest, personally, I’m not ready yet to share
my spiritual feelings aloud. There are too
many politicians today who used to be
communists and now portray themselves
as zealous believers. Except that they have
to whisper in a church, asking which hand
should hold the candle. But faith isn’t about
the right way to hold a candle.
M.M.: Who is Jesus Christ to you?
A.L.: Everyone has his own idea of God. I
prefer to keep this in the depth of my heart.
For you, Jesus Christ is God incarnate, but
for me, at least for now, he is first and foremost a beautiful symbol. I rather perceive
Christ as a human incarnation of His ideas,
not as a spiritual phenomenon. At the same
time, I’d be happy to get to know God better
and at a deeper level, in order to ascertain
that everything that the Church and the
Bible teach us is true. It’s possible that my
atheist past is keeping me from renouncing
the rational approach to faith. This is a long
road full of quests, deliberations, torments
– and it is such for every person. Whatever
the case, I’m on my way to Him.
M.M.: The Bible says that the most important thing is to build a temple in your
own heart.
A.L.: Ah, you see, so I’m not that far from
truth. As a professional historian, I know
the history of the Church very well – both
glorious deeds and things that people avoid
mentioning. As the President, I have a
unique opportunity to meet and talk with
representatives of different denominations.
And I know from experience that some of
“God’s servants” are very far from their declared principles. Such knowledge brings

Politics
sadness, but it also gives me the ability to
support those who are honest and worthy,
the real spiritual leaders of our society.
As the country’s President, I would never
put one religion above another, and I will
not allow people to instigate religious conflicts.
At the same time, if we are talking about
my attitude towards different religious
groups, then I would say that it’s not equal,
it’s equally kind. A person should have a
choice. If we have Catholics, that means
somebody needs them. If we have Protestants, that means somebody needs them
too. You cannot force a person to believe
in something he doesn’t. But any officially
recognized religion can compete for the
hearts of people within the confines of the
law. And my attitude towards all of them
is the same, my principle is simple – don’t
pressure each other, but help each other. I
go to different churches because their parishioners are my fellow citizens. But I also
have to take into account the prevalence of
each religious denomination within our
society. If the Orthodox Church unites 80%
of Belarusian Christians, I take this into
account. If the Catholic Church accounts
for 15%, I keep that in mind, and I respect
these people. If we have Protestants, I acknowledge their spiritual needs and also
demonstrate my respect. Nobody can claim
that I forbid visiting this or that church.
This is all very personal. I once even told
the leaders of the Orthodox Church: we are
so big as it is, let’s not pull people in here.
Let’s give them the freedom to follow their
hearts. In other words, I’m trying to create
equal conditions for the believers of different denominations. The image of a religious believer as the “enemy of the people”
is a thing of the past. Nobody has a right to
call the Baptists or Pentecostals “sectarian”
or “American minions.”
I remember when I worked as a district
deputy I had a small group of visitors –
they were evangelists who asked for assistance in building a prayer house. I decided
that our district already has an Orthodox
church and a Catholic church, why don’t I
help these people? And we helped them to
build a church with a Sunday school. According to the Bible, I did the right thing.
And I am still convinced that my role as
President is to guarantee peace and stability, both in the socio-political sphere and in
the spiritual sphere. That doesn’t mean, of
course, that I should attempt to be a judge
in theological discussions.
Today we are helped by many American
believers. But not everyone appreciates
this in the right way. Some people criticize

my policy on humanitarian aid. The thing
is, I gave the order that the distribution
of all humanitarian aid is to be controlled
solely by the Belarusian government. We
have closed off the main channels for humanitarian aid sales on the black market.
We know about each old lady that receives
her aid from abroad. And when somebody
starts to complain that the foreigners have
monopolized this area, I have a simple retort: nobody has a monopoly on helping
people. There can only be two ways about
it: we are either helped or we are not. So let
other people help us!
M.M.: Development of spirituality is
explicitly bound to the preservation
and augmentation of cultural values.
What is happening in Belarus, how are
things on the “cultural front?” Have the
authorities been able to come to a mutual understanding with people about
culture? And what are the overall conditions for creative people today?
A.L.: You know, all too often, all of the
cultural accomplishments come to nothing due to material constraints and disorderly living. But we have made a lot
of progress in this area. We are building
apartment buildings for the artist, and we
are reconstructing theatre buildings, not
only in Minsk, the capital of Belarus, but
also in other cities. A lot of resources go
into this.
M.M.: Considering the tough times,
wouldn’t it be more rational to spend
this money on other needs?
A.L.: I think that this is a rhetorical question. It’s impossible to create a knowledgeintensive economy, a prosperous economy,
without a normal civilized person in the
center of it all. Yes, we spend a lot of money
on culture, and there are people who accuse me of building too many athletic facilities. I tell them, why don’t you accuse
me of building dozens of hospitals? Do we
need hospitals? Yes we do! But the cultural
centers and athletic facilities are also like
hospitals, it’s just that they use different
medicine there. The way they treat people
there leads to many healthy generations in
the future.
M.M.: After the break-up of the Soviet
Union, it became common to stress the
importance of national culture – people
tried to use it to understand their national identity, to see how it corresponds
to other cultures. How important is it to
support the traditional values of the national culture of Belarus?
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A.L.: A lot was done in the Soviet Union
for the development of the national Belarusian culture. Don’t tell me that the national
culture of Belarus or Ukraine was strangled in Soviet times. That’s nonsense! So
many books were published in Belarusian:
Shamyakin, Bykov, many others! It may
sound strange, but, today, by trying to understand who we are, where we are and what is
happening to us, we are actually doing much
less for the development and growth of our
national culture. We don’t have the means to
do it. But we should at least preserve the level
that we had in Soviet times. I am personally
proud of the fact that we didn’t close a single
theatre, a single village club, a single library.
The same with national handicraft and folk
art. For our national self-determination, we
didn’t need to invent something new. Everything was already invented in the “bad Soviet
times,” and I value those times. I’ve never
once said that this was an empty period in
the history of Belarus.
M.M.: I often hear from those who
used to live and make art here, that, today, there are no creative freedoms for
them, and this forces them to leave Belarus. Do you agree with that?
A.L.: Let’s ask those who say such things,
what kind of freedoms are they lacking exactly. Does somebody forbid them to paint,
to create masterpieces? Does someone keep
them from writing music? Do we have our
own Tchaikovsky or Shalyapin, and they
are not allowed to pen their music? Even
speaking about the lack of freedoms is a
freedom in itself.
You can’t silence people now. You can’t
force people to think the way you want
them to think. You have to work and to
make sure that your actions compel people
to think and talk the way you’d like them
to. But every person decides for themselves
what to say and what to think. Artists today are creating for us, politicians. So why
would I, a politician, make war on the
artists who create for me and who enrich
our country with cultural value? Such war
would be an irrational thing. Don’t listen to
those who claim that Lukashenko doesn’t
support the creative class, or he can’t find
a common ground with them. I am more
honest with the creative class than the previous leaders, and I don’t practice the policy
of handouts that we used to have in place.
When people tell me that the President
should fight for the creative class, I agree.
This really is necessary. But it’s also true
that the creative class should fight for the
President – if both sides are really thinking
about a better future for the people.

M.M.: It’s true. I know quite a few representatives of the creative class who
are ready to work with you for the good
of the republic. Why do you think they
trust you?
A.L.: I think that people can feel that I
don’t try to use the creative class for political
purposes. They like that I never bargain and
say, “You support me, and I’ll pay you back.”
At the outset of 1990s, the nationalists
came to power and forced some artists to
dance to their tune. Take Bykov, for example. Back in Soviet times, he was the Hero of
Socialist Labor. He was given the Order of
Lenin, and he praised that old system. But
the people who came to power forced him
and many others to say things they needed
them to say. And then – boom! Lukashenko wins the elections, and he sweeps away
any sort of militant nationalism. Many of
them wanted to sing praises of nationalism.
Those who sang praise to the previous authorities found themselves in a bind: there’s
no more need to sing praise to the previous authorities, and the new Belarusian
authorities don’t need the glorification of
nationalism.
Here’s my point: never drag the creative
class into politics. Politicians come and
go, but the creative class remains, and it
shouldn’t have to adapt to the authorities.
It shouldn’t be forced to glorify any type of
authority. People are different, some support me, and some don’t. I’m OK with that.
They don’t have to see everything from my
perspective.
M.M.: I believe that all of the important meetings are pre-set from above,
and that our meeting is not accidental.
I believe that this meeting is important
not just for you and me, but also for
our people. I believe in the future of Belarus. I believe that this country – due to
its geographical position and because
it’s populated with kind, uncomplaining and courageous people – will one
day become a bridge of love between
the East and the West. I believe that the
subjective and one-sided opinion that
many Americans have about Belarus
will be somewhat changed. At least my
friends and I will do everything possible. I believe in your sincerity. I believe
that, unlike many other politicians who
throw around the word “people,” you
are actually trying to do something important and definite for real people. In
my prayers, I will ask God to give you
both faithful and talented friends and
assistants who would help you carry out
your plans. I will pray to God to give you

spiritual strength and peace of heart.
And you, Mr. President, what would you
like to wish to the American people?
A.L.: I wish for the American people to
be realistic. I would like for the American
people to learn the truth about our country, about the policies of our state, about
our people who fought together with the
Americans against Fascism. I often tell your
colleagues that they have chosen Belarus as
a whipping boy. And you should remember
that during World War II, we lost almost
30% of our population. This sacrifice was
collateral for your current prosperity. People who fought during those years are still
alive. Widows and their children are still
alive – don’t they deserve your gratitude?!
M.M.: I remember: every third citizen
of Belarus died in World War II. The Belarusian village of Khatyn near Minsk
was burned by the Nazis, together with
its 144 residents, and is a symbol of
tragedy not just for your nation, but for
the whole world. And if we say that the

People are different, some
support me, some don’t. I’m
OK with this, they don’t have
to see everything from my
perspective.
basis of our country, the United States,
is the Judeo-Christian ethic, it means
that when giving out aid to help people,
we should think not of the frictions, but
of the fact that without friendship and
love our world will perish.
A.L.: I would like to wish the American
people a future without evil, so that we
could build our relations on a good foundation. And I want God to requite Americans for all the good things that they are
doing as, I hope, He will continue to do for
Belarus.
That was the end of my meeting with the
President of Belarus. I don’t want to glamorize the situation in Belarus. There is no
Heaven on Earth, as I’ve said many times.
Nonetheless, the Belarusian government is
doing everything possible to make the lives
of regular people easier. I hope that Americans will change their opinions of Belarus.
I am first and foremost speaking about
Americans who can have a significant influence on the development of U.S.-Belarus
relations. g
You can reach Mikhail Morgulis at
SDiplomacy@gmail.com
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Bridge Between
Continents
By David Baron,
Chairman of the Belarus-US Business Council

M

y name is David Baron* and I
am Chairman of the Belarus-US
Business Council. I am an American, a lawyer, and, for the last 10+ years,
I have represented many of the largest
Belarusian state-owned companies. Furthermore, I have assisted American and
Western companies in doing business in
and with Belarus.
It is with great pleasure that I welcome
you to this inaugural edition of the US-Belarus Observer, and, as the name suggests,
I would like to use this opportunity and
these pages to share my observations on
doing business with Belarus.
Belarus is a magnificent country with
ever increasing opportunities for both its
people and those interested in doing business with it. More than ten years ago, when
I first started doing business with Belarus,
very few people spoke English, and my
American accented (and admittedly poor)
Russian was something of a novelty. Many
people had never met an American and
frequently asked why an American would
be interested in doing business in Belarus.
Today, even though my Russian still needs
work, my accent is no longer a novelty, and
no one in Belarus asks why Americans
want to do business with them. Instead,
they now ask how they can do more business with Americans.
In the last 10 years, there have been dramatic increases in the likelihood of Americans successfully doing business with Belarus. In March of 2010, I led a delegation
of American companies during meetings
with the leadership of the Republic of Belarus. On the Belarusian side of the table
was President Lukashenko and many of the

members of the Council of Ministers, and,
on the American side, we had high-level
participation from major American companies such as Microsoft, CISCO, Navistar,
Honeywell, and the International Trading
Corporation. The delegation wasn’t just
comprised of major computer, software
and manufacturing companies, as service
providers were also represented, with the
inclusion of the venture capital firm Siguler
Guff & Company and the international law
firm of which I am a partner, Greenberg
Traurig.
Those meetings occurred back in 2010
because conditions for doing business in
Belarus were already improving. At those
meetings, President Lukashenko asked us
which conditions for investment needed
improvement and vowed government support and assistance in order to improve
conditions for American companies doing
business in Belarus. We have since accepted that invitation on more than one occasion and worked with both the Belarusian
government and our members, e.g., to
improve intellectual property rights protection in Belarus and to work to simplify
and streamline the tax system for foreign
companies.
Our efforts and those of the Belarusian
government have certainly paved the way
for increased business between American
companies and Belarus. Today, Americans have capital investments in more
than 400 enterprises within Belarus, and
the bilateral trade relationship between
our two countries is about $1 billion dollars annually. Believe it or not, Americans
buy more services from Belarus than they
buy goods. In fact, since 2010 Belarus has

become a global leader in providing offshore computer programming for many of
the world’s largest corporations – many of
which are American.
If you visited Belarus today you could
have breakfast in McDonalds, lunch at
Burger King and dinner at TGI Fridays. You
could visit a plant where Chevrolet Tahoes
and Cadillac Escalades are manufactured
and assembled. And both Coca Cola and
Pepsi bottle soft drinks in Belarus as well.
Of course if you want to drink something
a little (or a lot) stronger, you can buy that
in Belarus too – but you will be better off
sticking to high-quality Belarusian spirits
such as Minsk Krystal and Belalka!
In September 2014, we celebrated the
first-ever Belarus International Investment
Forum in New York City. This event was
attended by the representatives of more
than 100 U.S. companies and was the culmination of years of efforts to improve
Belarus-US business relations, as well as
the beginning of a new era in them. As
former Belarusian Prime Minister Mikhail
Myasnikovich indicated in his opening remarks, the Investment Forum was part of
the beginning of a reset in the relationship
between Belarus and the United States.
The former Prime Minister was right. That
reset has already begun, and the relationship between our two countries continues
to improve.
Perhaps I have piqued your interest, or
perhaps you were already potentially interested in Belarus – you have, after all, picked
up and started reading this inaugural issue
of the US-Belarus Observer. Often, at this
point in the conversation, I am usually
asked – okay, so maybe I am potentially in-

terested in Belarus, and you are clearly a fan
of Belarus, but why do you like it so much?
Why should I invest my hard-earned dollars in Belarus as opposed to literally any
other country in the world? What is so
special about Belarus? Why Belarus?
Part of my answer to these questions is
personal and part of it is strictly about business. First, the personal. My ancestry traces
back to Belarus, as 3 of my great grandparents were from Belarus. Unlike the 1 in 3
Belarusian citizens who died during World
War II, the families of many American Jews,
such as myself, were fortunate enough to
emigrate from Eastern Europe before World
War II or to survive the Holocaust. This
is highly personal, but I wanted to know
where I came from and where my family
came from. This was part of it.
The other part is strictly related to capitalism. As I explain to my Belarusian audiences when I give talks on doing business
with Americans and the West – Americans
are looking to invest in Belarus or to do
business with Belarus because they want
to make money, and there are plenty of opportunities. Let me explain.
Belarus is located in the heart of Europe
between Russia and the European Union
(Belarus’s Western neighbors, Poland and
Lithuania, joined the European Union in
2004). Belarus is not a member of the European Union but is a member of the Eurasian
Economic Union (EEU), along with Russia,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Armenia. This
means that if you build it in Belarus, you
can sell it duty free within the entire EEU
(with certain exceptions beyond the scope
of this article). It also means that there are
or shortly will be no internal customs and

transport controls between Belarus and the
rest of the EEU, and that there are common
technical, sanitary and phytosanitary regulations among the EEU members. Think of
it as making an investment in Canada during the early days of the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), but with
Mexican labor costs.
Blessed with few natural resources, Belarus’s greatest resource, in addition to
its location, is its people. Belarusians are
highly educated, hardworking and ambitious. In poker, we say that all you need is a
chip and a chair in order to have a chance
of becoming a champion. In Belarus, all
you need is a computer and a chair, and
you have the possibility of becoming an
outstanding computer programmer (if you
are smart and work hard!). And thousands
and thousands of young Belarusians have
taken this path or are working on their
own innovative ideas and the development
of new business opportunities. Founded by
Valery Tsepkalo, the Hi-Tech Park (HTP)
in Belarus is a tax-advantaged location for
the development of computer programming companies. Organized with the
blessings of the Belarusian government,
computer programming at the HTP is now
a major driver of the Belarusian economy.
Obviously not every new business venture will succeed, and, of those that do, not
all will achieve the remarkable success of the
computer programming company EPAM.
This company was founded in Belarus in
1993 and subsequently went public in the
United States. EPAM is now worth approximately $3.9 billion in market capitalization.
It will be interesting and exciting to see
which new companies (and how many

companies) will take advantage of Belarus’s
highly educated workforce and strategic
location between the EU and the EEU.
Companies such as General Motors and
Culligan have recently built or are currently building new manufacturing facilities in
order to serve these markets.
On behalf of the Belarus-US Business
Council, I invite you to explore investment
and business opportunities in Belarus.
You will find a great country, wonderful
people, and lots of business opportunities.
If I can assist you, provide advice or make
any appropriate introductions, please let
me know.
I wish you much success as you explore
existing or new opportunities to do business with Belarus!
*David Baron is an attorney at Greenberg Traurig and has represented many of
Belarus’ largest state-owned enterprises. In
addition to providing regulatory, corporate
and litigation services to Belarusian entities and the companies doing business with
them, David Baron and Greenberg Traurig are also registered agents under FARA
for OJSC Belarusian Potash Company and
OJSC Belaruskali, agencies or instrumentalities of the Government of Belarus. These
materials may be viewed as being in the interest of that Government although they
were independently prepared. Additional
information is available at the Department
of Justice, Washington, D.C. g
Contact Information:
David Baron, Esq.
+202.331.3165
Barond@gtlaw.com
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Opening doors: since it opened in 2005, the Hi-Tech Park (pictured) in Minsk has been
a focal point of Belarus’s IT sector, which is now worth more than $800m per year.

CRACKING THE IT
SUCCESS CODE

Among IT businessmen there exists a saying: ‘If you
have a project, send it to India, if you have a difficult
project, give it to America, but if you have a mission
impossible project, send it to Belarus.’

By Dr. Valery Tsepkalo, HTP Administrative Director

A

lthough BelAZ heavy trucks
and BELARUS tractors are
the most recognized Belarusian brands, the country is
now accepted as one of the
most comfortable business environments
for information technology (IT) industrydevelopment and as a preferred destination for IT outsourcing within Europe.
When considering competitive strategies,
more foreign businesses decide to outsource software development services to
Belarus.
According to Gartner, Inc., Belarus is
among Top-30 countries for offshore programming:

“...a well-developed educational system
together with high professionalism in the
workforce has enabled Belarus to develop a
mature IT outsourcing industry, making the
country an alternative destination for offshore activities, especially software development...”
With its population of approximately 9.5
million, Belarus hosts the think tanks of two
of the largest and most established European
IT software development companies out of
the four located within Eastern Europe.
The country is famous for its strong computer programming schools. There are 54
universities in Belarus, and 16 thousand
graduates with information and communi-

cations technology (ICT) and related technical skills annually.
Bloomberg BusinessWeek:
“...Belarus has been a high-tech magnet since Soviet times. Local universities
still train up to 4,000 information technology grads every year. Belarus also produces
world-class specialists in mathematics and
physics”.
The Belarusian IT industry is generally
engaged in high–end software development, customization and services for clients that require highly skilled technological resources at a competitive cost. Belarus’s
computer services exports per capita exceeds that of India – the recognized world

leader in IT – and heavily exceeds that of
Russia and Ukraine.
Drew Guff, Managing Director and
Founding Partner of Siguler Guff & Company:
“...Among IT businessmen there exists
a saying: ‘If you have a project, send it to
India, if you have a difficult project, give it
to America, but if you have a mission impossible project, send it to Belarus.’ I am
rather cynical about statements of politicians. But I see that the steps made by the
Belarusian government in creating a favorable climate for investors really do work.”
Belarus strives to create both open and
favorable conditions for business in its

territory. Today, the country is a leader
in legislative improvement, which is also
confirmed by the World Bank’s Doing Business 2015 Research: “property registration” (3rd place) and “enforcing contracts”
(7th place).
Forbes Magazine:
“Belarus is strongly West-oriented. An
average Belarusian would laugh at the
same things that an American would;
their working process and way of doing
business is similar to the American and
European”.
The Belarusian Government is one of the
biggest catalysts for driving the development
of an IT sphere and has publicly shown its

commitment by creating the Hi-Tech Park
in 2005.

EASTERN EUROPEAN
BANGALORE

By providing a special business environment for IT-business, Belarus’s Hi-Tech Park
(HTP) in Minsk is currently one of the leaders
among innovative IT clusters in Central and
Eastern Europe. The attractiveness of HTP
lies in the combination of advanced technical
education, innovative and highly-qualified IT
managers and government support.
Belarus’s HTP also provides a comfortable business environment for IT business
because of the special taxation conditions
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Talmon Marco, Igor Magazinik: “From Zero To Hero. Thank you Belarus for helping us build Viber”

The number of registered users playing World of Tanks exceeds 100 million people worldwide

EPAM Systems (NYSE: EPAM) became the first IT services provider in the history of Central
and Eastern Europe which floated its shares on the New York Stock Exchange

“For sure EPAM appeared in Minsk for some clear reasons:
there are a lot of professionals in IT here, as well as
specialized enterprises and universities. It cannot be lost.
It is worth investing in”.
Arkadiy Dobkin, CEO, EPAM Systems
put into place until 2020. The legal conditions adopted for Belarus’s HTP are valid
within the entire Republic of Belarus. This
allows for utilization of the educational,
scientific, professional and infrastructural
potential of the whole country.
Belarus’s HTP is attracting a growing
number of domestic and international
software and IT companies. It already includes 144 IT-companies with 22,000 software engineers who have been engaged
in high-end software development and
IT-services for customers in more than
56 countries of the world. HTP residents
provide services to well-known global
corporations, including Microsoft, HP,
Samsung, Philips, Bosch, Toyota, Airbus,
Honeywell, Reuters, Dun & Bradstreet,
SAP, Oracle, IBM, Facebook, Google, Coca-Cola, MTV, Expedia and many others.
Five out of the 10 world’s largest compa-

nies (according to Forbes) are among HTP
customers. HTP also hosts the largest and
most established European IT outsourcing providers in Europe. Five HTP resident-companies appeared on The Global
Outsourcing 100, a list of the 100 best
global outsourcing companies.
Founded by Arkadiy Dobkin in the USA
and Belarus in 1993, EPAM Systems has
become one of the leading global providers of complex software engineering solutions, as well as a leader in delivery capacity distributed across Central and Eastern
Europe. Headquartered in the United
States, EPAM employs more than 14,000
people in 19 countries across America,
Europe and Asia, and its customers include UBS, Google, Expedia, Thomson
Reuters and Adidas. The largest number
of employees (around 5,500) work in the
Belarusian office of EPAM.

Arkadiy Dobkin, CEO, EPAM Systems:
”For sure, EPAM appeared in Minsk for
some obvious reasons: there are a lot of IT
professionals here, as well as specialized
enterprises and universities. It cannot be
lost. It is worth investing in“.
Banking software is one of the major areas of specialization for HTP’s residents. A
number of large HTP residents develop software both for domestic and foreign banks.
More than 80% of domestic banks operate with software that is developed in HTP.
Among the most famous foreign customers
in banking and finance are Bank of America,
Citibank, Barclays Capital, Deutsche Bank,
London Stock Exchange, Raiffeisen Bank
and many more.

FROM ZERO TO HERO

Within Europe, HTP was one of the first
of its kind to develop mobile applications

Belarus’s Hi-Tech Park is attracting a growing
number of domestic and international software
and IT companies. It includes 144 IT-companies
with 22 000 software engineers who have been
engaged in high-end software development
and IT-services provided for customers in more
than 56 countries of the world.
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and has since become a world leader in this
field. About 900 million people in 193 countries are using mobile apps developed by
HTP residents.
HTP has become the home of one of the
hottest apps in the world. Viber, one of the
top five most downloaded smartphone call
and messaging apps, has over 500 million users. It was called “the Skype Killer of Belarus”
by Bloomberg Businessweek. At the company’s start in 2010, the Viber development
team consisted of 40 people and worked under the auspices of a Belarusian outsourcing
software development company. After Viber
became an independent company, a company-owned technology development center
was set up in HTP.
Explaining the choice of Belarus, Talmon Marco, co-founder of Viber Media,
says that Belarusian programmers possess
flexible thinking: “When was the last time
I hired a developer in California? In the
Silicon Valley, they may be up on the latest techniques, the latest approaches, but
they’re too rigid, too by the book.”
In 2014, Japanese E-commerce giant
Rakuten bought messaging app Viber for
$900m.
HTP resident-companies also have strong
expertise in game development, one of the
best in the world in fact. Wargaming, the
most profitable gaming company of all time
and recognized leader among developers
of free-to-play massive multiplayer online
(MMO) games, has grown to 3,400 people
in 16 offices worldwide. Most of these employees are located in Minsk now. Victor
Kislyi, co-founder and CEO of Wargaming.
net, founded Wargaming in 1998, after graduating from the Belarusian State University:
“As a person who was enrolled in the Physics
Department of my university, I can say that
we have an outstanding educational base.
The Belarusian team in the programming
Olympics always ranks in the top three, and,
if not, then somewhere nearby.”
Tank shooter game World of Tanks was released in 2010 and revolutionized multiplayer games. It has since joined the Guinness
Book of Records and was twice honored
with the Oscar of the gaming industry – the
Golden Joystick Awards. Since 2012, World
of Tanks has also become a new cyber sport,
being included in many national cyber sport
championships all over the world and in the
World Cyber Games (WCG) program. g
Contact Information:
Belarus Hi-Tech Park Administration
9 floor – 1/1, Kuprevicha Str. Minsk
Belarus 220141 (+375-17) 268-69-11
info@park.by
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Invest in Belarus?
INVEST IN BELARUS,
INVEST IN THE FUTURE
By Aleksander Zaborovskiy,
First Deputy Minister of Economy of Belarus

C

ompetition among the huge
number of investors in modern
markets means not only difficulty in finding new investment
opportunities, but also increased complication in selecting prospective interests.
When determining a platform for strategic
investment, transparent and full information with minimized risks remains a primary priority for investors. Belarus offers
both a clear and secure market.
“Why Belarus? Two words: smart people,” notes Cliff Reeves, General Manager
of Microsoft New Business-Models Development. “Belarus has a reputation of being
a country with high scientific potential.”
Belarus inherited enormous industrial
potential from the Soviet Union, and the
nation has capitalized on this and further
expanded production. The manufacturing of the largest dump truck in the world,
BelAZ, notably mentioned in the Guinness
Book of Records, and the global prevalence
of Belarusian tractors indicate the high
standards of a prime industry. Bloomberg
additionally pointed out Belarus’s manufacturing capability by ranking the country
as the second most innovative.
Apart from production facilities, the
country is rich in well-disciplined and
highly qualified specialists. Almost 30%
of all the working people are involved in
scientific disciplines. Belarus ranks 35th in
the world, according to the World Intellectual Property Organization, in terms of the
number of sealed patents.
Belarus takes pride in having achieved
spectacular success with its top ranking in

the information technology (IT) sphere.
Software products that are developed by
Belarusians are entering the market and
pushing Belarus up the information and
communications technology (ICT) development index. Last year, Belarus reached
38th in the world, jumping three spots.
“If you have a mission impossible project in software development, send it to Belarus,” Drew Guff, Managing Director and
Founding Partner of Siguler Guff & Company, points out. With standout products
like Viber and hugely successful worldwide
games like World of Tanks, this statement
proves completely credible. Belarus maintains the world’s biggest per capita income
from IT services exported.
While production expands, the level of average wages across the country remains low in
comparison with developed economies. More
importantly, wages stay low even in comparison with other countries in the region. For
instance, while in Belarus people are paid on
average 451 USD per month, in Russia, even
during economic strife, a person earns 651
USD, and in Kazakhstan – 661 USD.
Consider the strategic geographic location of the country, stationed as a main
frontier between the Eurasian Economic
Union (EEU) and the European Union
(EU), in order to better understand Belarus’s capacities. Numerous opportunities
have opened up for those doing business
with Belarus, as it enjoys a relationship
with the EEU. For example, a product certified in Belarus can easily be exported to
Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Armenia, without having to overcome any

significant barriers. The expansion strategy
in these five markets offers savings to investors and consolidates positions by using the
most affordable approach.
“We see Belarus as an important gateway
to the Eurasian Customs Union market,”
says Laurence Bower, Senior Vice President
EMEA at Culligan International. “This together with the support offered by government agencies and strong skills within the
workforce are the reasons we have chosen
to locate an assembly facility near [the capital] Minsk with plans to develop into full
production in the near future”.
The economies of rising nations hold
many unsaturated market niches. Investors emphasize low competition in certain
market segments as one of the investment
advantages of Belarus. In order to foster
the process of producing new goods and
services, the government makes significant efforts by providing a stable regulatory
framework, simplifying procedures, and
enhancing the level of income with the help
of special preferential regulations.
The main strategy of the government is
to have a very strong monetary policy and
good budget consolidation in response to
all of these very difficult factors that we
face, to maintain the economic potential
of our country and to create the necessary
environment in order to protect foreign
investors, as well as an environment for efficient investment in our country.
A Law on Investments ensures that foreign investors enjoy equal business conditions to individuals and legal entities
from the Republic of Belarus. Investors are

guaranteed free transfer of profits from the
Republic of Belarus and maintain the ability to appeal for protection of their rights
to international arbitration bodies and the
International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes.
Besides implementing its progressive
local investment legislation, Belarus also
joined more than 60 agreements on assistance in the mutual protection of investments. Since 2012, the country has been
a member of the Multilateral Investment
Guarantee Agency. Protection of intellectual property rights in Belarus is defined
by a number of national laws and international treaties. The country participates in
multiple conventions on both copyright
and proprietary rights. Being a member of
the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) since 1970, Belarus participates in many international IP agreements
that are administrated by WIPO. Belarus
is also a member of several regional IP
agreements.
Apart from the guarantees that are specified by national legislation in Belarus along
with bilateral international agreements,
there is a special economic zone in Belarus.
The Industrial Park, “Great Stone” or the
“Park”, grants investors with a supplementary guarantee of invariability in preferential treatment, even if new taxes and fees
are established in the country. Preferences
provided by the Park are numerous, among
them exemption from customs duties and
value-added tax (VAT), a free customs
zone, exemption from tax on dividend income, exemption from all corporate taxes

for 10 years from the date of registration as
a Park resident, and reduction of the effective tax rate by 50% for the next 10 years of
activity in the Park.
“In my opinion, Belarus is potentially a
very profitable and interesting country for
any business,” says Rusty Butler, Associate Vice President for International Affairs
and Diplomacy at Utah Valley University. “I
visited the country and understand how its
economy is managed. I understand the people and opportunities that Belarus has. The
new industrial park in Belarus has good
prospects, too. This project is interesting for
those companies that are planning to export
products to neighboring countries”.
Another attractive approach to operating within Belarus, which is not surprising when taking into account the country’s
specialization in IT services, is obtaining
residency at the Hi-Tech Park (HTP). a
virtual zone in Minsk that supports projects in computer science and technology.
HTP residents are exempt from all taxes
and payments to the state budget with
the exception of the social security tax. By
providing high-quality software products
at low costs, all participating and worldrenowned IT companies achieved success
as members of HTP.
Belarusian law provides strong tax incentives for businesses in rural areas and in
towns with populations of fewer than 50,000
people, and for those entering an investment
agreement with the state. Six Free Economic
Zones (FEZs) are spread throughout all major Belarusian cities, providing benefits in
taxes, customs and registration.

To simplify the investment process, the
National Agency of Investment and Privatization (NAIP) offers uncomplicated establishment. The institution acts as a “onestop shop” for foreign investors. The NAIP
offers services free of cost to facilitate relationships between the government and
investors. Professionals equip you with
requested information within 24 hours.
NAIP maintains an updated register of
all investment offers within the country,
including investment projects, land lots,
real estate, and communal enterprises
that offer shares for purchase. These offers
can be initiated by state-owned or private
companies.
With such favorable conditions for business, Belarus already attracts numerous
global, respected companies such as HP,
Coca-Cola, Omnicom/BBDO, Exide Technologies, Bosch, Culligan, Stadler, Silgan
Holdings Inc., Snap-on, Kapch, Heineken,
Raiffeisen Bank, Microsoft, IBM, Pepsi,
ConvaTec, Danone, Unilever, Henkel, and
United Parcel Group. It is evident that distinguished and established agencies are already capitalizing on Belarus’s expanding
and protected market. g
Contact Information:
Ministry of Economy of the Republic of
Belarus 14 Bersona Street, Minsk, 220030
(+375 17) 222-60-48
http://www.economy.gov.by/
minec@economy.gov.by
You can reach Aleksander Zaborovskiy
at mail@investinbelarus.by
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HISTORIC PRECEDENT
BELARUS COURTS ENFORCE
U.S. COURT JUDGMENT
By Boris Parad, Esq.

W

ill the Republic of Belarus judicial system treat U.S. businesses per American notions of
justice? Recent Belarus courts’ decisions in
a precedent-setting case bode well for U.S.
technology exporters, R&D joint ventures,
reciprocal investments and beneficial business with Belarus enterprises.
The case saga began in 2008 when the

Illinois state court awarded a small company “M” a judgment $733,294.50 against
three defendants who became jointly and
severally liable for that judgment payment.
The key defendant, a Belarus citizen and
U.S. permanent resident, refused to pay
the judgment and left the United States for
Belarus where he had a successful business and substantial assets. Despite geo-

graphical remoteness of countries, foreign
language barriers, law and cultural differences, and risks of moving through the legally unchartered territory, “M” authorized
its attorneys to seek justice and collect on
the judgment through the Belarus judicial
system.
The United States and Belarus do not
share any international treaties on recipro-
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cal recognition and enforcement of judgments but do participate in the New York
Arbitration Convention treaty (recognition and enforcement of international arbitral awards). However, an international
arbitration term must be provided for in a
commercial contract between the disputing parties and the treaty is not applicable
to courts’ judgments. Therefore, the U.S.
judgment could be recognized only on comity principles (courtesy/ respect for the
laws, judicial decisions, and tribunals of
another nation).
The Belarus civil law system is based on
the French Civil Code unlike the U.S. common law and statutory law based on the
stare decisis doctrine (a court’s decision is
binding on or persuasive for courts in subsequent similar-issue cases). The systems’
correlation necessitates a court’s review of
foreign litigation-related rules, laws and records. Due to the fact that both countries
joined the Hague Convention Abolishing
the Requirements of Legalization for Foreign Public Documents authorizing the

use of an apostille signed by a state agency/
authority (such as Secretary of State), the
submission process of American official
documents (and their translation) to Belarus courts is simplified.
In the absence of treaties and preceding
American courts’ recognition of Belarus
judgments, the Belarus Commercial Court
(only such business/ economic courts can
rule on recognition of foreign judgments)
had a daunting task of comparing the due
process, laws and procedures in two countries. The Court requested “M’s” attorneys
to provide the apostilles of certified copies of the judgment order and American
statutes confirming the judgment became
effective, final, enforceable and appealable
on the date of the order; and proof of (1)
proper notices to and service of judgment
order on Defendant/ Debtor; (2) active
Debtor’s participation and attorneys’ representation in legal proceedings through the
date of the order; (3) Debtor filed no appeal
of the judgment, and (4) the dispute arose
out of a business transaction. The Court

then ruled that, based on comity principles
and satisfaction of Belarus laws, proper due
process and Code of Civil Procedures, the
American judgment order is recognized
and will be enforced on the territory of Belarus.
The Debtor filed a bankruptcy petition in the U.S. bankruptcy court but the
judge allowed “M,” the judgment-creditor,
to continue a collection process in Belarus
and approved Trustee’s engagement of the
“M’s” bilingual and experienced attorneys
as special counsel to work in concert with
Belarus local attorneys. Meanwhile, the
Belarus courts denied Debtor’s appeals of
each decision including the order nullifying his sham asset alienation/ concealment
transactions designed to avoid the judgment payment.
The Belarus courts’ giant judicial and
goodwill overture in this extraordinary
cross-border case has proved the U.S.-Belarus jurisprudences’ law-and-procedure congruity and widened the way for mutual cooperation in law and business spheres. g
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BELOVEZHSKAYA

FOREST
By Ihnat Kastsian

Sheltered songs, sheltered span...
The sparkle of crystal dawn,
Sunlight rising over the land ...
I sense your ancient sorrow,
Belovezhskaya Pushcha,
Belovezhskaya Pushcha.
During the Soviet era, the Belarusian rock group, Pesnyari
(The Crooners), vocalized these words in one of the most famous songs of the 1970s. This song, in particular, introduced
Belovezhskaya Forest to the world.
I follow an imperceptible trail to the stream,
Where the grass is tall, and the undergrowth thicker,
On my knees like a deer, I drink your holy spring water,
Belovezhskaya Pushcha

T

he Belovezhskaya Forest is
a symbol of Belarus and her
people, and it’s also a reminder
to Belarusians at home and
abroad that there is a small,
wonderful country in Europe with thick,
lush forests and clear lakes and streams.
It is a country with a difficult historical
path, yet it is also home to a happy, worldly
people. Belovezhskaya Forest, like a church
bell, brings her people together to share in
her nation’s future.
The previous words are not an exaggeration. Belovezhskaya Forest is not only
a unique woodland inhabited by native
animals, it’s also a spiritual terrain. The pa-

gan ancestors of the members of Pesnyari
prayed to their gods there.
The word pushcha, while translating to
forest in English, has a deeper connotation within its native language. Specifically,
“pushcha” describes deep, dense, impenetrable woods. Belarusian fairy tales, folklore, songs, and literary works often center
on Belovezhskaya Forest. Inside the forest,
in the thickest of woods – where one could
easily become lost – signs warn: Do Not Enter. But we are going to break the rule and
look into this forbidden land.
Fascinatingly, Belovezhskaya Forest and
America’s Yellowstone National Park resemble each other in an almost familial
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fashion. Even the animals, like the Belarusian bison and the American buffalo, seem
to parallel one another. While perhaps not
entirely like siblings, the animals are alike
enough to be cousins. Unfortunately, human intervention has been required in
order to ensure their continued survival in
both parks because of relentless hunting.
Nowadays, the Belarusian bison experiences safety and peace in the 600-year-old
virgin forestland of the Belovezhskaya Forest. The Belarusian bison symbolizes Belarus much in the same way that the American
buffalo captures romantic ideals of freedom in the open western land of the United States. Legends and magical stories are
attributed to the Belarusian bison. For example, one narrative believed by many says
that the strongest poison, when poured on
the horn of the bison, is rendered useless
and impotent.
Other enchanting stories tell of the healing powers of a giant 600-year-old oak residing in the woodland. Folklore indicates
that to receive this healing power, you
must embrace this oak and project “pure”
thoughts. Oak groves remain preserved in
the forest and are amongst the most gigantic and unique endemic plants in the world.
Similarly to J.R.R. Tolkien’s, The Hobbit,
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Belarusian ‘hobbits’ performed healing
rituals. Pagans worshipped and carried out
ceremonies amongst rocks and boulders
– one of these boulders, a slab with cracks
and dents believed to resemble footprints
of a Neanderthal man, measures over five
feet. Even today, people follow the tradition
of collecting rainwater from the dents in
order to wash out their eyes and to cleanse
the sick.
In addition to encompassing legends
and spiritual chronicles, Belovezhskaya
Forest also has extensive annals, and history often acts like the shuffling of a deck
of cards. Belovezhskaya Forest, started in
1409, changed ownership from Lithuanian
princes to Polish kings to Russian tsars. The
forest offered royal hunts, a favorite pastime, and fodder for novels and films of adventure and intrigue. Nobility chased prey
within the forest; finely-dressed equestrians and their beautiful dogs and horses
presented an unforgettable pageant. Even
today, hunters can enjoy pursuing game in
the forest and take home trophies.
In the past, overhunting brought many
of the forest’s wild animals close to extinction. The last free-roaming Belarusian bison perished in 1919, at which point Belarus created a preserve in order to rebuild

the population. Now, the bison number is
greater than 300, and alongside live plenty
of wild boar, roe deer, moose, foxes, wolves,
lynxes, martens, badgers, otters, grouse,
eagles, and woodpeckers. These native species thrive in the clean, purifying air of the
Belovezhskaya Forest.
In modern history, the forest has hosted
the leaders of Russia, Ukraine and Belarus,
who signed the historical documents outlining the dissolution of the Soviet Union in
1991. The “Evil Empire,” as President Ronald Reagan called the U.S.S.R., ceased to
exist. The local alcohol – named zubrovka,
after the great bison – is made of the same
grass and roots that the powerful bison
eats. Some historians joke that the zubrovka may have impacted the world leaders
as they signed the dissolution agreements.
Even so, zubrovka is created from the purest waters found deep in the woods and is
considered to be a very rejuvenating drink.
Belarusians fully believe that those who try
the spirit will fall in love with both Belarus
and the Belovezhskaya Forest.
Tourists in the forest often note how hospitable and kindhearted they find the Belarusian people. Accommodations can be
found in hand-built wooden houses where
you can appreciate the pristine environ-
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ment. Tourists can enjoy natural Belarusian
foods and the cleanest water while relaxing in one of the forest’s green restaurants.
However, don’t plan on dieting while in Belarus. Gourmet foods include 40 varieties
of potato pancakes (draniki), offered with
sour cream, bacon, wild berries and mushrooms or cheese. Rumor has it that the national hockey team of Belarus eats draniki
before games in order to power the puck;
furthermore, Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko, who loves to play hockey,
feasts on draniki before getting on the ice.
For tourists, prices in Belarus remain modest compared to other European nations.
Belovezhskaya Forest Preserve proudly
boasts its designation as a World Heritage
Site, in 1992, by The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO). And, with charming smiles,
some of the most beautiful European women, flaxen-haired and kindhearted, welcome you to their native land. g
Contact Information:
Maksim Ryzhenkov, Vice-president
of the National Olympic Committee
of Belarus, and Assistant to
the President of Belarus for Sports
and Tourism.
Maks.maks@tut.by
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Belovezhskaya Forest
Preserve proudly boasts
its designation as a
World Heritage Site,
in 1992, by The United
Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO)
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RUSHNIKI

THE SOUL OF BELARUS
By Alexander Volkovich, Writer

H

ave you ever been inside an
authentic rural hut – one carefully constructed of pine logs
– somewhere out in the backcountry of the Polesye region in
southern Belarus? If you haven’t, it’s highly
recommended, as the unique characteristics and local way of life offer plenty to
behold.
Outside the huts, you’ll find the obligatory birdhouse atop the roof, where the white
storks (Ciconia ciconia) make their home,
and the draw-well that reminds one of a
token Belarusian crane (Grus). Inside, the
huts feature a large oven for baking bread,
women’s dresses decorated with beautiful
patterns and flowers, woven runners made
of wool and textiles that cover the floor’s
wooden planks, as well as an abundance of
rushniki (pl.) – traditional hand-made towels. Rushniki hang on the walls and cover
both the icons of saints and the headboards
of the beds.
In a typical Belarusian home, rushniki
are the principal attraction as well as valued assets.
So what exactly are rushniki? An individual rushnik (sing.) is an embroidered or
woven cut of cloth, usually made of linen,
which looks like a towel and typically features both geometric and floral figures, as
well as Vedic (ancient) symbols. Interestingly, the patterns are similar to the ornaments that are used by Native American
tribes. Sizes may differ, but the widths are
usually fifteen to sixteen inches, and the

length of classical rushniki may reach five
to seven feet, sometimes longer. The image
featured on one half of the canvas is mirrored on the other.
Those that make Belarusian rushniki
use a number of ancient pagan symbols in
their designs. Some of the more popular
symbols personify the Tree of Life, Mother
Earth, the Heavenly Sky, and various symbols of fertility, love, good housekeeping,
and happiness. In addition, Yarila, the Sun
God; Makosh, the mother of good harvest
and happy fortune; and Lada, the protector
of women giving birth, are all commonly
featured. Different compositions of Vedic
symbols make up the system of creation –
the Universe – so in other words, rushniki
represent the laws of Belarusian lives on
Earth. This is why the rushnik is the main
talisman that accompanies a Belarusian
from birth until death. It should be noted,
however, that, while the Vedic signs on
rushniki are reminiscent of Scandinavian
runes, they also have outlines and features
which are inherent to Belarus.
Made according to ancient rules, a rushnik not only serves a decorative purpose
in the everyday lives of Belarusians, it also
provides a symbolic reminder of the invisible ties that bind each person to God, family, and their ancestors. It’s no overstatement
to say that the ornaments which are found
on rushniki show an encrypted tale of both
people’s lives and nature all around them.
And one place rushniki hold extra special
importance is in wedding ceremonies.

Today’s tradition of weaving or embroidering beautiful rushniki before a wedding
has been preserved from ancient times.
Historically, a Belarusian bride had to prepare no less than thirty rushniki for this
main celebration of her life (thankfully, the
older women were allowed to assist her).
Let’s travel back to the turn of the 20th
century and observe the creation of a Belarusian rushnik and its subsequent use in
a wedding ceremony. Imagine a Belarusian
bride who, after saying her prayers, sits at
the wooden weaver’s loom, called a krosny.
Next to her is a more experienced weaver –
her mother, a neighbor, or her grandmother – who advises the bride on the right
way to “print” the fabric and compose the
ornamentation. The bride’s hands are hurting, the hour is very late, and the poor girl
wants to sleep. But even more than that, she
wants to get married, start her own family,
and have children. The working hours drag
on, and the Slavic proverb “Burning desire
is worse than fire” is a good way to characterize the joyful pre-wedding bustle.
But finally, the rushniki are ready, and it’s
time for the wedding ceremony.
Tradition demands that the bride gift
the rushniki to her groom, his parents,
relatives, wedding officials, and guests.
Rushniki are used to dress the important
guests – the mother-in-law, the matchmakers and the bride’s parents – but the most
beautiful rushnik is, of course, given to
the groom, as a sign of the bride and her
parents’ agreement to the marriage. Then,
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rushniki are used to decorate the wedding
train, wrapped around the bows and laid on
the horses’ backs. During the wedding ceremony, the bride and the groom are bound
together with rushniki, and, in the church,
stand together on a rushnik adorned with
special symbols. Often, these rushniki depict pairs of birds, such as larks and doves,
as well as the wedding bands, since these
are symbols of marital bliss, faithfulness,
and love. Afterwards, the newlyweds are
given bread and salt on a painted “breadand-salt” rushnik.
The embroidery is mostly red in color,
signifying the sun, its warmth and its
beauty. But the “church wedding” rushnik
is white, as a symbol of the white cloud that
the newlyweds use to ascend to the Kingdom of Heaven, where their marriage is
given the highest blessing. The long canvas
of the white rushnik symbolizes the long
communal walk of life.
After observing all the rushnik-related
customs, the guests then congratulate the
newlyweds and begin celebrating. The
newlyweds slice cake and pass it out to the
guests, and, once the celebration is over, the
bride hides the most beautiful rushniki in
her trunk to keep for a long, long time.
Of course, today’s Belarusian weddings
are somewhat different, but the tradition of
preparing and using wedding rushniki remains, fortunately, both in Belarusian villages and throughout big cities.
In Belarus, there are several different varieties of rushniki with specific rules associated with each one. For example, there’s
the custom of “covering the field,” which
requires one to tie a beautiful rushnik to
the last harvested sheaf, regardless of the
fact that most harvesting is now done by
modern harvesters. Women in traditional costumes make their way out into the
field, cut the last heads of wheat with hand
sickles, make a sheaf, and bind it with a
“bread” rushnik. And during traditional
harvest celebrations, known as dolzhinki,
Belarusian women show handmade rushniki that attest to their remarkable skill
and diligence in the craft.
It’s also customary to lay someone to rest
covered with an embroidered rushnik, and
there’s also a tradition of using rushniki to
decorate the church icons and roadside
crosses that can be found on the outskirts
of virtually any Belarusian town or village.
But one of the most popular traditions
is to give a “maternal” rushnik to someone
who’s traveling to a distant land. Once upon
a time, the popular Ukrainian singer, Dmytro Hnatyuk (Belarus and Ukraine are blood
brothers), performed the following song:

Culture
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NOBEL PEACE PRIZE IN LITERATURE 2015 WINNER

Belarusian

Svetlana Alexievich
“My dear mother, you bid me farewell
at sunrise
and gave me an embroidered rushnik
to keep for my good fortune…”
It is a song that is loved and remembered
by all Slavic people.
Today, the home-woven rushniki with
handmade embroidery are often replaced
with those made by modern machinery,
but the majority of the Belarusians prefer
the handmade kind. My grandmother, Anastasiya Borisovna – may she rest in peace
– was a Belarusian peasant, and she was
a beautiful embroiderer, decorating rushniki with elegant ornaments and patterns.
I once offered to buy her a state-of-theart embroidery machine, but she refused,
point-blank.
“What about my hands, my head, my
soul?” she asked.

And I wasn’t really able to answer…
…Several years ago, there was an exhibit
in London on the traditional costumes
and handmade rushniki of Belarus. Simon
Bass, a well-known British composer and
producer, was among the many visitors of
this unique exhibit. He mentioned that it
was a real eye-opener and admitted that
the traditional costumes and embroidered
rushniki impressed him much more than
the magnificent, ancient Belarusian castles.
“It’s amazing that regular people could
create such masterpieces,” he said.
One can contest Simon’s opinion, of
course, but there’s one thing I know for sure:
if people say that architecture is “frozen music,” then Belarusian rushniki contain the
flickering, lucent soul of my country. g
You can reach Alexander Volkovich
at kotlas@tut.by

By Editorial Team

I

n October 2015, Belarusian writer and
journalist Svetlana Alexievich was announced as the winner of the 2015
Nobel Prize in Literature. She is the first
journalist to win the award, and only the
14th woman to win the Nobel Prize for
Literature since its inception in 1901. She
joins the company of American greats
William Faulkner and Ernest Hemingway.
She is the first ever Belarusian to win the
award. At a press conference in Minsk, the
capital of Belarus, Alexievich said: “It’s an
award not for me but for our culture, for
our small country, which has been caught
in a grinder throughout history.”
Alexievich was a favorite to win the
award, having previously won the Swedish PEN prize for her “courage and dignity.” The Belarusian writer has spent nearly
40 years writing about the people of the

former Soviet Union. Her best-known
works are Voices from Chernobyl, an oral
account from survivors of the 1986 nuclear disaster, and Zinky Boys: Soviet Voices
from the Afghanistan War, in which the
title refers to the zinc coffins of the fallen
soldiers.
During her Nobel lecture, in December
2015, Alexievich stated that “The road to
this podium has been long – almost 40
years, going from person to person, from
voice to voice.” Penguin Modern Classics has since acquired four of her books,
and Random House also announced in
December that it would publish three of
her works. A new translation of her masterpiece Voices from Chernobyl will be rereleased in April 2016 to mark the 30th
anniversary of the Chernobyl disaster
and will be called The Chernobyl Prayer.

In 2017, a new translation of War’s Unwomanly Face, Alexievich’s first book,
will be published. This book consists
of interviews with hundreds of female
World War II participants and, importantly, helped cement her path within
non-fiction. Casiana Ionita at Penguin
Press said the following about the Nobel
laureate: “By charting a new history of
feelings, she has shown that non-fiction
is more important than ever. She is an
inspiration to many writers around the
world, and [English-speaking] readers
will finally be able to read her works in
brilliant translations.”
The US-Belarus Observer joins many
others, including the President of Belarus
and thousands of her compatriots, in congratulating the 2015 Nobel literature laureate Svetlana Alexievich. g
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A Journey
Through

Belarusian
Cuisine
By Andrey Sinyak

O

ne of my friends adores Belarusian pancakes, traditionally
known as draniki. These delicious pastries are made of potatoes, eggs and flour and are included in
over 40 authentic recipes.
My friend can go on forever talking
about draniki, but, one day, while he and
I were traveling to Minsk (the capital of
Belarus), he was just salivating over them.
Two hours into the train ride, a woman
from a neighboring car came over to us and
said, “You’ve said the word draniki 20,000
times now. If you don’t stop, I am going to
jump out of this moving train!”
My friend answered, “Yes, ma’am. The
heart of a man contains a bit of everything:
love, friendship, grievances, hopes and
dreams. And since I was a child, draniki has

occupied a special place in my heart. Do
you want to know why? Because my mother made them – as did my grandmother,
my grandmother’s grandmother, and all
Belarusian mothers and grandmothers.”
One of the best ways to learn about a nation is to sample its traditional foods, and
the roots of Belarusian cuisine date back to
pagan times. In those days, people believed
that everything had a soul, even grains of
wheat or the heads of garlic, and cooking
encompassed various religious and ritualistic preparations.
Thus, much of present-day Belarusian
cuisine is rooted in the ancient past, even if
it has been somewhat modernized.
Mmmmmm, I’m smacking my lips, but
let’s talk about this a bit.
So, what’s on today’s menu?

MEAT

My meat-loving, Belarusian ancestors
hunted for elk, wild boar, beaver, hare, deer,
bear and other native animals in the rich
forests. In addition to hunting, they kept
domestic livestock in order to have a ready
supply of pork, lamb, beef and veal.
Pork has been a main ingredient in famous Belarusian sausages as well as viandlina. Viandlina, primarily produced in Poland and Belarus, consists of smoked and
cured bits of pork, ham, bacon, sausage,
and pork belly, all diced and mixed together. It’s finger licking good! It is important
to note that the proportion of the mixed
meats in viandlina depends on local customs and traditions.

Two traditional meat dishes that have
been passed down from ancient times include pechisty and zharёnka. Pechisty consists of boiled, steamed, or roasted boar,
rabbit, chicken, pork or beef. Zharёnka is a
meat stew with vegetables and mushrooms
and requires both a fork and spoon to eat,
in order to ensure that all of the juicy, natural meat and vegetable gravy is consumed.
Historically, meat appeared frequently
on the tables of wealthy Belarusians, but it
accentuated peasants’ meals as well. Peasants enjoyed a special fare called machanka – a thick sauce created by stewing meat
or kvas (light beer) with hunks of ribs,
sausage, flour, sour cream and onion. This
rich medley was accompanied by famous
draniki, which were dipped into the stew,
much to the pleasure of Belarusians.

Another meat-based dish that is considered a national masterpiece is vantrobyanka. This dish, similar to sausage, combines
boiled and minced pig lungs, livers, hearts,
kidneys and other offal which is then
stuffed into a pork intestine or stomach.
This beautiful homemade sausage reminds
one of head cheese or brawn but results in
a much tastier product. Belarusians make
their own brawn as well, pressing pork, bacon, tongue, liver and other organs into a
type of layered product, and vary this according to local customs. The varied fillings
can include tasty morsels like ham, ribs,
shanks, pork ears and salt pork. Belarusians adore this dish even more so than the
tastiest hamburgers.
As for fowl, Belarusians enjoy dining on
chicken, duck, grouse, pigeon, and many

other native birds. Traditional specialties include smoked fowl, cured duck and
baked or roasted goose served with mushrooms and grains.
Aside from meat dishes, there are also
many more delectable Belarusian dishes,
with every region putting its own spin on
cuisine. The only consistent dish is draniki,
which turns out to be mostly the same in
every corner of the country.

FISH

Braslav Lakes is home to vast numbers
of different freshwater fish, and it was from
these lakes that His Majesty – Russian Tsar,
enjoyed the royals’ favorite fish – sturgeon.
Although Belarusians imported salted
herring from the Baltic countries, thereby
making it readily available to all, their fa-
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Draniki "From Duke Radziwill"

Draniki Steak Stack

Draniki "Belovezhskaya "

Belarusian sausage

Despite the prevalence of
fine local ingredients, ancient
Belarusian princes dined on
many imported products,
such as those from the
Byzantine Empire and the
southern countries of Western
Europe
vorite seafood meal was, is, and always will
be fried carp marinated in sour cream.

DRINKS

The earliest alcoholic drinks that were
available in Belarus included beer, mead,
moonshine and, of course, krambambula
– the Belarusian national drink. Throughout Belarus’s history, wild honey was cultivated by the people, and a famous Belarusian drink, mead, was developed from
its natural fermentation. Krambambula is
a liqueur that is also derived from honey
and spices and can be served either cold or
warm.
Beer was brewed in a small castle in large
quantities and became the main drink of
the nobility and commoners alike. However, locals also often mixed the beer with
egg yolks, white cheese and sour cream,
and the resulting brew was served as tea
or coffee to the middle class. Importantly,
there is kvas, which is a well-known light
beer. In fact, it even has its own proverb: “A
good kvas will knock your socks off!”
A non-alcoholic drink that is enjoyed
in Belarus is berezovik, a rich drink, full
of vitamins and minerals, which is made
from birch trees and is actually beloved
by all Slavs. Another non-alcoholic drink,
klenovik, is a maple syrup brew and can

be served freshly made or fermented. Teas
from various plants, compotes of apples
and pears, lightly fermented beers, and fruit
drinks also liven up many Belarusian tables.

BREAD

Traditional Belarusian bread-based
dishes consist of sachni, which are thick
flour pancakes with various fillings, and
skavarodniki, which are sour dough cakes
used in place of bread. Buckwheat, wheat,
oats, and rye bread – on its own or baked
with barley – are all common staples of the
Belarusian diet, while baked goods such as
crepes, cakes and loaves of bread have also
appeared on many tables, especially during
holidays. Furthermore, you might be lucky
to find delicious Belarusian dumplings on
your table.
Though all unique, bread-based items
are usually cooked up from a dough boiled
in water, and then seasoned with milk, bacon, and lard-fried onion. What a smell
freshly baked bread exudes! And how captivating is the loaf ’s crispy crust!

THIS AND THAT

Thick soups and stews dominate Belarusian cuisine. Polivka is a meat and
vegetable blend, and krupenya is a sturdy
stew comprised of boiled potatoes, pearl

barley, meats, bacon, onion and broth skit
consists of fresh or pickled cabbage, which
serves as the main ingredient in the thick
mixture. Skit can also include onions, potatoes, carrots or tomatoes, as well as grains
like wheat or barley. In addition these main
ingredients, garlic, bay leaf, black pepper or
juniper berries might also be added to the
skit for flavoring.
Of course, one cannot forget to mention
the regional cold soup of natural, organic
vegetables. Like other Belarusian dishes,
this soup contains nutritious ingredients
that can be beneficial to one’s health. Furthermore, all the meats, vegetables and
fruits are grown without chemicals or additives, just as they were 200 years ago.
Despite the prevalence of fine local ingredients, ancient Belarusian princes dined
on many imported products, such as those
from the Byzantine Empire and the southern countries of Western Europe. Most notable amongst the delicacies relished by this
nobility were grape wines, dried tropical
fruits, olive oil and spices. Outside of nobility, Belarusians sparingly applied spices
to their cuisine since the natural taste of
whole ingredients pleased the general populace. Even so, locally-grown seasonings
included cumin, coriander, mustard, juniper, cherry and oak leaves.

Over the centuries, other delicious dishes have been made using boiled peas, such
as those with bacon, peas and oatmeal, and
porridge made with barley, peas and bean
flour. Goat cheese and a type of soft-curd
cheese, dried to a crumbling consistency,
have always been considered a delicacy.
Many Belarusians supplemented soups, cereals and grains with sour cream, milk and
creamy butter. Flaxseed oil, hempseed oil,
and, occasionally, olive oil, were used for
cooking until the popular introduction of
sunflower oil.
Some vegetables that are beloved in Belarus include turnips, beets, carrots, parsnips and cucumbers – in fact, there is both
a famous song and fairy tale based on
cucumbers. The sublime and fragrant cucumber ferments in a fragrant brine, and
the pickling results in its preservation as
well as the preservation of other vegetables
and fruits such as berries, watermelons,
tomatoes, and apples. In Belarus, local orchards have always provided fresh apples to
the public and, also, pears, plums, cherries,
currants, cranberries, lingonberries, blueberries and wild raspberries.
Commonly called a bulb, the potato remains one of the most treasured foods in
the Belarusian kitchen. In fact, Europeans
teasingly call Belarusians bulbashi, al-

though no offense is meant or taken by this
affectionate moniker. When introduced,
potatoes caused a culinary revolution in
Belarus, and, even today, the variety of potato dishes concocted by Belarusians is unparalleled. The country’s climate provides
ideal growing conditions for potatoes, resulting in both a high quality product and
delectable flavor. Many people, even those
living outside of Belarus, claim that Belarusian potatoes are even better than Iowa
spuds.
Nevertheless, cabbage forever holds the
premier spot as the most popular vegetable
in Belarus, and it is consumed throughout
the year to help ward off seasonal diseases.
It can be eaten raw, simply salted, or pickled in oak barrels. The pickling of cabbage
begins in winter, early spring and late autumn.
Another staple of Belarusian cuisine is
mushrooms. After being soaked, salted
and dried for preservation, mushrooms are
added to soups, gravies, and both meat and
fish dishes. To discover the meaning of life,
just sip on a chef prepared soup of dried
porcini mushrooms with sour cream!
Belarusian cuisine occupies a special
place in the culture, and foodies delight
in the unique cookery. Although the ethnically-authentic meals consist of amaz-

ing flavor and variations, many Belarusian
meals are made visually-appealing by the
addition of native art to the presentation as
well. Belarusian chefs cook exceptionally
well, and, when offering national treats to
foreigners, they go the extra mile to ensure
that the cuisine will delight its consumers.
Despite the inclusion of fine ingredients and its exceptional preparation, the
most important facet of Belarusian cuisine is the hospitality that locals display
towards guests and visitors when offering
both comfort and warm companionship. A
beloved toast in Minsk is: “Here’s to love,
strong and true, like our people!”
All people can toast to fantastic cuisine;
it’s what binds people from all nations. And
if America and Belarus were to share a generous table for common good, there is no
doubt that our nations would be bound in
friendship. The temptation of Belarusian
food is, simply put, irresistible! g
Contact Information:
Hotel Victoria
59 Pobeditelej ave., Minsk
Republic of Belarus, 220035
(+375 17) 209-60-40
www.hotel-victoria.by
leto26@tut.by
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The Voice
of Belarus
in Music
Belarus is a country of folk songs. Igor Luchenok, one of the most
heartrending national folklorists, resides in Belarus. Written from the
soul, with profound lyrics about grief and love, his songs resonate
throughout Belarus, Ukraine, Poland and Russia. The following article
was written by his friend and famed Belarusian journalist,
ALES KARLUKOVICH.

I
Igor Luchenok

like to get together with Igor Luchenok at Pukhovichskaya, a spot about
40 miles outside of the Belarusian
capital of Minsk. It is where both
Igor Luchenok and I grew up. His
first melodies came to him in the hollows
of this land. Homelands, small cities and
smaller villages, national songs, folklore
and rural culture all influence Belarusian
people.
Luchenok knows how characteristic and
unique the spirit of Belarusian people is,
having experienced the cultures of other
countries and their people.
More than 400 of Luchenok’s songs received widespread recognition in the Soviet Union. Later, their popularity spread

to the remaining post-Soviet nations and
even to countries around the world. Many
times over, the composer Luchenok won
many different international competitions,
including in Berlin, Helsinki, Milan, Moscow, and Havana.
Luchenok’s works consist of musical repertoire pieces for Belarusian, Ukrainian
and Russian performers and orchestras.
Notably, Joseph Kobzon, Sofia Rotaru, Lev
Leshchenko, the Bolshoi Orchestra named
after P.I. Tchaikovsky, Pyatnitsky Russian
Folk Chorus, and the Belarusian State Academic Symphony Orchestra all incorporate masterpieces by Luchenok. Luchenok’s
Belarusian compositions also reach foreign
countries including Chile, Iceland, Poland,

Cuba, Cyprus, Japan, the U.S. and China.
Luchenok not only stands as a musical figure, but as a cultural icon.
Mikhail Finberg, artistic director of the
National Academic Concert Orchestra of
the Republic of Belarus, characterized Igor
Luchenok: “He is our national figure, he is
nationally valued. He is a composer who
really knows how to create melodic Belarusian songs, so that they are not only sung,
but loved.”
Luchenok began composing in the
1960s. While studying at the music conservatory, Luchenok produced the cantata
Kurgan (The Mound) based on the eponymous poem by the Belarusian national
poet, Yanka Kupala. Concurrently, Luche-
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DIPLOMACY THROUGH SPORT
By Maksim Ryzhenkov, Assistant to the President of Belarus
and Vice-president of the National Olympic Committee of Belarus

Pesnyari (The Crooners), 1970
nok composed a second cantata, Soldier’s
Heart, his first work on a military theme.
Luchenok works in many different musical genres, but his pieces always center on
the song. Without his extensive accomplishments, the musical and cultural life
of Belarus would remain uncovered.
“Igor, what do you consider your greatest
works?”
Igor answers in native Belarusian, which
translates to, My Own Corner of the Earth,
and Heritage.
These songs, accepted by most as folk
tunes, are known by every Belarusian. This
is not surprising, considering Luchenok
traveled around the entire republic, visiting
even the most remote villages.
“The origins of my work are legendary
folk songs,” says the composer.
Luchenok himself adores folk songs,
convinced that they are the backbone of
national art. Each of his melodies finds its
roots in popular culture and the customs
and traditions of Belarusian people.
Belarusian natives often mistake Luche-

nok’s songs for legendary folk music.
Luchenok enjoys a friendship with the
famed Belarusian group named Pesnyari
(in translation, the Crooners). This group
found international success and was the
first Soviet group to perform in the US in
December 1976. For a decade, Luchenok
and the group have collaborated.
And where do they find the music for
the songs and lyrics they create? Both the
members of the group and Igor Luchenok
traveled to the most far-reaching corners of
Belarus. Admirers listen to the words and
sounds of the song, and more importantly,
how the pieces are sung. At first, Vladimir
Mulyavin, the band’s famed singer, did not
know the Belarusian language. Almost intuitively, Mulyavin, formerly a rock musician, shifted his music to encompass folk
melodies. At that time, Soviet officials disapproved of the use of electric guitars to
convey folk arrangements. Mulyavin and
Luchenok together changed the face of traditional music. They did not reinvent the
wheel, as many countries already enjoyed

“country” music. Even so, this genre still
remained unexplored in the Soviet Union.
In those days, musical performances followed a blueprint. Groups displayed the
same costumes, similar faces, personalities and temperaments. And then Pesnyari
burst on to the scene with bizarre outfits,
long hair and laid-back attitudes. And even
more... the music! With gorgeous voices
and unusual rhythms, the band conquered
a huge country, and then the world.
Igor Luchenok impacted Belarusian
society as well as many nations. And, as I
walk through small and obscure Pukhovichskaya, I ponder about the power that a
simple Belarusian tune carries.
And I rejoice that the talented Igor
Luchenok created music for the entire
world. g
Contact Information:
Zvyazda
(+375 17) 287-19-19
info@zvyazda.minsk.by

M

odern-day Belarus holds a
laudable spot in the international sports community.
Regularly taking part in the
Olympics, Belarus consistently ranks in the
top twenty of the world’s sporting powers.
Recently, a distinguishing characteristic
of life within Belarus has been sport. Belarus’s leaders urge citizens to make sports an
important part of their everyday lives. The
essence of the drive toward sports is not
just competition, but also individual health
improvement, with the ultimate goal of improving the nation’s population as a whole.
All over Belarus you can find ice rinks, soccer fields, basketball courts, and volleyball
courts. Belarusian athletes place well in international competitions in wrestling, tennis, and hockey. Speaking of which, at the
recent World Hockey Championships held
in the capital of Belarus, Minsk, the Belarusian ice hockey team upset the American
team, beating them 5 to 2. That might just
have been the best game in the history of
Belarusian hockey.

Belarusian wrestlers are considered
among the best in the world in their field.
One extraordinarily successful Belarusian
wrestler, Alexander Medved, held the title
of World Champion seven times and won
the Olympic championship in freestyle
wrestling three times. Other famous Belarusian fighters who placed at the Olympics
include Oleg Karavayev, Kamandar Medjidov, Alim Salimov, and Igor Makarov in
Judo. Of course, everyone knows the world
famous tennis player, Maria Sharapova,
whose parents hail from the second-largest
city in Belarus, Gomel.
Thoughtful and astute, Belarusians know
that sports don’t only bring happiness
during victory, but also promote peace
in general. The country boasts more than
25,000 stadiums, fitness centers, soccer
fields, courts, pools and other sports facilities. Along with Minsk, each district center includes a sports plaza with a covered
ice rink. The country has more than 250
sports schools for kids! Belarus is a nation
of sports!

Since ancient times it’s been well known
that when the Olympics started, war ended.
Oh Sport! You Are Peace!
Sports keep you physically fit, increase
your heart rate, and prolong your life.
The most exciting person in an action
movie? The buff sports figure.
Sports are life! Movement is living!.
“Happiness depends upon ourselves,” say
Americans.
“I count him braver who overcomes his
desires, than he who conquers his enemies,
for the hardest victory is over one’s self.”
You can attribute this saying to any Belarusian. They are not only sports fans, but avid
participants.
Let’s talk about the fans for a minute.
Many people go to sporting events wanting to see great athletes. They want to see
the greatest basketball player of all time,
Michael Jordan, hanging in the air, ball
in hand, seemingly jumping high enough
to reach into the cosmos. Or maybe they
come to see the amazing Wayne Gretzky
(hockey’s equivalent to Michael Jordan)
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flying around the rink, circling past half of
the team, until the opponent’s goalkeeper
suddenly catches a last second glimpse of
the puck flying past him into the net. Spectators come to watch Mark Spitz and Michael Phelps swim faster than anyone else
in the world.
Oh Sport! You put on a show!
Fans cannot get enough of watching
sports! In order to provide more matches,
the American embassy and Belarusian Basketball Federation are working together on
developing basketball, allocating money
to the building of community courts and
facilities, and by promising young Belarusian players travel to America. The athletes
attend NBA and WNBA games and even
meet American basketball coaches.
One other point I neglected to mention –
Belarusians are familiar with many current
and former American athletes such as Michael Phelps, Tiger Woods, Justin Gatlin,
Jesse Owens, Carl Lewis, Michael Jordan,
Shaquille O’Neal, LeBron James, and many
others.
T-Shirts depicting Michael Jordan and
the giant Shaquille O’Neill can be found
in Minsk, Brest, Vitebsk and other Belarusian cities. The universally known painter,
Marc Chagall, was born in Vitebsk; art
lovers know that his works featured characters flying about like Michael Jordan at
the hoop. Or you might instead say that
they flew about like Belarus’s accomplished
gymnasts and Olympic champions, Nellie Kim, Olga Korbut, and multiple-time
world champion Vitaly Scherbo. (On a
side note: Belarusian gymnasts are among
those who have coached the American
gymnastics team).
Americans invite Belarusian hockey
players to help master skills by allowing
them to train with their teams. Belarusians
are entering the NHL more and more every
year because of the strength of the Belarusian team. Mikhail Grabovski currently

Sport

plays for the New York Islanders in the
NHL, and the Kostitsyn brothers, Sergei
and Andrei, are former NHL players that
now play in the KHL (Kontinental Hockey
League). Did you know that the Belarusian President, Alexander Lukashenko also
plays hockey? At 60, Lukashenko hits the
ice and scores! What an example for other
leaders!
Notably, the International Ice Hockey
Federation (IIHF) championship games
took place in Minsk. Celebrated throughout the republic, the event included
both Belarusians and visiting foreigners.
Americans especially enjoyed the games,
while sweating over the outcome of their
national players: Murphy, Reilly, Sexton
and many others. Surprisingly, the Americans took a worthy third place in the
world championship, despite many players being unable to participate because of
the ongoing NHL season. We understand
that, for Americans, excelling in the NHL
is more important than winning a world
championship.
And how about the Belarusian tennis
star, Victoria Azarenka, flying back and
forth on the court? In her time, Victoria (of
course her name means Victory) held the
ranking of top racquet in the WTA, even
ahead of the tremendous American sisters,
Serena and Venus Williams. Victoria now
serves as a Goodwill Ambassador to the
United States, and she often teaches masters classes at colleges for American girls.
American schoolgirls thank Victoria with
their unforgettable smiles.
Oh Sport! You foster friendship!
Sports transcend borders. Most of the
Belarusian athletes who work with Americans speak English. The language barrier
which existed during Soviet rule, when
cut off from the outside world, practically
disappeared once the Iron Curtain fell. Belarusian school students now study English
as a mandatory second language.

Belarus loves to receive visitors and welcomes them often. In May, 2015, a team of
veteran NBA professionals ventured to Belarus on a friendship mission organized by
the Florida Spiritual Diplomacy Foundation and headed by Mikhail Morgulis and
Bill Alexson. Thousands of fans expressed
unforgettable emotions; they watched the
games while holding their breath. The
veteran athletes suddenly appeared young
with the rapt attention of Belarusian beauties and the jubilant atmosphere of the
event. The competitors bedazzled the
audience with freestyle antics and slamdunks. Afterwards, the athletes addressed
the teens in the crowd, “Don’t do drugs
or drink! Play sports and be healthy and
strong! Your wonderful country needs you
fit and well!” Of course, the kids delighted
at receiving basketball souvenirs and in
taking selfies with the “greats” of the NBA.
The American athletes left Belarus sadly;
they had fallen in love with the gracious
public, the happy faces, and the affable eyes
of the girls and boys.
For Belarusian people, these types of
experiences are the best way to promote
an understanding of American spirituality and the American way of life. Furthermore the gatherings promote mutual
compassion for humanity. It’s unfortunate
that politicians disregard athletes, but
then again, not everyone can keep pace
with Carl Lewis or jump higher than Michael Jordan!
Oh Sport! You build the bridge of trust! g
Belarus welcomes American athletes!
For questions on organizing a trip or
tournament, please contact:
Maksim Ryzhenkov – Assistant to the
President of Belarus for Sports and
Tourism and Vice-president of the
National Olympic Committee of Belarus.
Maks.maks@tut.by
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“A day without laughter is a day wasted.”
- Charlie Chaplin

Belarusians D
Laugh
By Timothy Buryak

espite the dramatic chapters in their history,
Belarusians retain their ability to laugh, or at
least smile and scoff, at life and themselves.
The capacity to laugh at oneself displays the
highest degree of human nobility and shows the beautiful nature of national character. No wonder the saying
goes that the person who can laugh at himself will never
cry. Even the rigid Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko can see humor in himself. Not only can the
people of Belarus take a joke, but even their politicians
see humor among their ranks.
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***

On one TV show, President Lukashenko was asked to tell a little
bit about himself. He told a humorous story: Obama, Putin and
Lukashenko find themselves in a boat together after a catastrophe.
None of the three wants to row the boat. Obama says, “You realize,
we are a superpower….” Putin answers, “We are also a superpower. You row the boat, Lukashenko.” And Lukashenko says, “Well,
how about we have a vote. We’ll go by that.” They vote. So Obama
rows, Putin rows, and Lukashenko lies back and tans. Obama says,
“Look, Putin, I think he might have fixed the vote. There are only
three of us here, yet a fourth person voted for Lukashenko.”

***

Nikolai Snopkov, the Minister of Economy, in an interview with
European Radio: So what’s going to happen when Japan and Rus-

Parliamentary candidate
Nikita Kryzhanovsky gave a
radio interview about his run:
“You are planning to run for
the parliament. Can you tell
us why?” asked the journalist.
“Yes, our parliament is full
of debauchery, drunkenness
and laziness,” answered the
candidate. “You plan to clean
it up?” “No, I plan to take
part in it!”
sia start to run out of fish? In Japan, people will continue fishing.
In Russia, they’ll put together a conference on what to do when
the fish run out.

***

An elderly farmer from the country goes into an expensive store
and asks, “Do you sell harnesses for horses?” “No, grandpa,” reply
the two young managers who decide to play a joke on him, “We
only sell idiots.” “Well, look at that,” the farmer shakes his head,
“Looks like you have a good deal going, since there are only two
of you left.”

Final Thoughts

***

In Minsk, romantic carriages that are pulled by horses carry
tourists. One day, a not-so-attractive woman sat in the carriage
and asked the driver, “Your horse doesn’t spook? He won’t overturn the carriage, will he?” “Don’t worry, ma’am, he won’t see
you.”

***

One day after confession at church, an old woman gave the
priest a bottle of vodka. The priest put the bottle in his pocket
and began to pray, gesturing wildly. As he did so, the bottle somehow tumbled out of his pocket and rolled out onto the floor. Everyone at the church saw the bottle. The priest was embarrassed,
but quickly recovered. Hanging on the wall of the church was a
large icon depicting “The Last Supper.” He turned to the icon and
in a booming voice said, “Dear folks, I understand if you have
to drink here, but please do not throw out your empty bottles at
the church.”

***

HEALTH BENEFITS OF LINEN

***

We all want to be healthy. Often, however, we do not realize that the fabric of our clothing, not
just pills, can renew our health as well as our youthfulness. After all, you aren’t just what you
eat, but also what you wear!

“You want to give your daughter away to a guy like that? Did you
know he spent four years in jail?” “What?? What a liar! He told me
he only served two years!”
One bum asked another bum, “What do you like better, eating or
lying around?” He answers, “I like eating while I’m lying around.”

***

“You live in a bad part of town. Have you ever been mugged?”
“Nope, I have a good method for preventing robberies: as soon as
I see someone shady, I take off my hat and say, ‘Please, in the name
of Christ, can you spare some change?’”

***

In a prison, a German, a Russian and a Belarusian were sentenced to die by hanging. The German dies right away. The Russian twitches, but also dies. The Belarusian hangs like he is fine.
The prison keepers cut him down and ask him how he feels. He
answers, “Well, it was a bit uncomfortable at first, but then I got
used to it….”

***

After visiting Belarus, one American says to the other, “I met
this amazing girl, but she doesn’t speak English and I can’t speak
Belarusian. We went out to eat at a restaurant and had delicious
Belarusian food, we danced, but we didn’t understand each other.
I wrote on a napkin ‘I love you.’ She drew a picture of a bed on a
napkin….” “What happened then?” “I couldn’t figure out how she
knew I sold furniture for a living!”

***

Yes, the strongest people are those who can laugh!

g

Linen is an ancient plant that is now only grown in certain countries. However, it only grows
with healing properties in one little-known European country – Belarus. For in this small country, the land is fed by a clean and almost sacred underground source of water.
Researchers write: Linen is a unique plant and source of high-quality vegetable proteins, vitamins, minerals and fiber.
The greatest value of linen for humans is actually linked to its variety of organic compounds
and nutrients. Almost half of our brain consists of polyunsaturated fatty acids, which are also
found in linen seeds. Linen clothing reduces swelling, improves the function of the urinary
system, and helps prevent inflammation in the kidneys. Wearing linen clothing for 4 weeks also
helps reduce cholesterol levels. Finally, linen fights bacterial infections and is hypoallergenic.
German Dr. Valdemar Henkel is absolutely certain that linen clothing is an external organic
medicine that can effectively heal the human body.
There are possibilities to purchase both finished goods and raw products.

For inquiries regarding purchasing or partnership:

wiohl4@gmail.com
tel. (941) 445-1841

www.linenmill.by

MIR CASTLE
Historic Romantic Attraction
in Mir, Belarus

